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Ottawa County Times.
VOL. X.

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN. NOVEMBER

.

190J.

Spoons!

LIFE SAVING STATION CLOSED.
CENTENNIAL PARK.
The life saving station at this station As considerable money is buing exAssociation will have their second an- will bo closed tomorrow,November 30,
pended on Centennial Park, many citinual show on Dec. 17-18-10and 20.
at midnight.
zens ire asking why there are no walks
Judging by the Interest taken by its
entering the Park from Eleventh street
......
............
OLD RESIDENT DEPARTEDmany members, the
show
will bo the
and from Graves place. People startlargest in Western Michigan and will Monday Mrs. Johannes De Spelder
ing from these streets for a stroll in the

compare very favorably with any In the d*ed at ^er ^on,e onWest Fourth street
park must go either to Tenth or Twelf h
stHta.
auaan*. mm*.,
a __
state. Th«
The naut
past season
many fine
birds aged 85 years and nearly six months.
street* to enter the park. It would
have been acquiredby the poultry fan- She was one of the pioneers of ’47 and
certainlyseem an improvement if walks
her husband died a short time ago. She
Several entirely new styles oIerB here and
°t eggs
were laid from these streets into the
from the best strains that money could was a highly respectedlady. Three
park.
m plate from $1.25 to $3.00 buy, were hatched here. There will be sons, Rev. J. De Spelder of Grand RapMNi. O. OK WITT PAWED AWAY.
ids, Dr. E. Do Spelder of Drentbe and

_

NO. 4«

ATTEND THE POULTRY SHOW.
The Holland Poultry & Pet Stock

Silver
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<j

Prepare

1

many

J
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-

_

FOR
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Peter De Spelder of this city survive
Mr*. G. Do Witt died Tuesday at her
her.
The funeral was held Wednesday home, East Thirteenthstreet, aged (19
from $4.00 to $8.00 per set. dott8*'LeKborns,Cochins, Brahmas, and
Minorcas. The list of premiums this afternoon from the home and was large- year*. She bad been ill only a few
H/Very one warranted to year is good, amounting to I250. The ly attended.
day& She came to this country in ’5(i
and married Aaron Smith and lived at
association has been remarkably sucMRS. K. V. NOUTKK DIKD.
wear or we cheerfully return
New Holland. Her husband died and
cessful and it is greatly due to the work
Mrs. E. P. Souter passed away at her
your money.
later married Mr. De Witt who surof the officers. Wm. Brusse Is presihome on West Eleventh street on Monvive! her. The children are Mrs. Peter
Now that Thanksgiving is over, you will begin to
dent, J. L. Conkey vice president, C.
day afternoon, aged 52 years. Death
Sleraama,
Tim Smith, Mrs. H. J. LuiSt. Clair secreUry, John Y. Huizenga
think of
was due to dropsy. A husband and
den*,' Aaron Smith and Mrs. E. Hessetreasurer and E. Bradshaw and B. Van
seven children, Mrs. M. Ogden, Mrs. A.
link./ The funeral will be held this afRaalte, Sr., superintendents.Sharp
Ogden of Middleville,Mrs. Geo. Lyons
ternoon from tlie Ninth street ChrisButterfield, one of the best known
of Moline, Mrs. P. Gosling, Mrs. Dave
tiao Reformed church Rev. K.VanGoor
judges of poultry will be judge here this
Blom, Miss Mary Souter and E. W.
and 1^. J. VV. Beardslee officiating.
year. All who take the least interest
Souter, survive her. The funeral took
Jeweler and Optician,
in poultry or pet stock should lie sure
place Wednesday afternoon,Rev.Adam
MENIIL'H-IIRAT.
Cor. Eighth St. and Central Ate.
to attend the show. The association
Clark officiating.
In order to start the ball rolling we shall have
Tuesday afternoon H. J. P. Nienhuis
would also be pleased to have many
of Crisp and Miss Anna ii. Brut were
during next week a
more members. Farmers in this vicinMAY C’AKKY FKKIUI1T.
united in marriage by Rev. K. Van
ity should tako special interest in this.
Accordingto the franchise granted
Goof at the home of the bride's parents
Poultry can be made to be one of the
the electric railway company freight
Mrs. G. Holmer, East Tenth
best paying items on the farm.
can bo carried through the city ho
The bridal couple stood before
tween the hours of 8 o'clock in the
ily draped arch and they were acTHEY HAD VENISON FOR THANKSDR. F. M. GILLESPIE,
evening and 7 o’clock in the morning.
GIVING.
^ mied by Miss Amanda Nienhuis
OINTIST.
Freight can not be hauled on Sunday
Arnold DeFeyter and his son Jacob
and .Henry Brut. The bride carried
18 East Eighth St., Holland.Mich.
and cun not bo hauled along River or
DeFeyter, Jr., residing a few miles
crea(^ roses. A reception was given to
Thirteenth streets and no train of more
north of the city, returned Wednesday
theif many friends and a sumptuous
PlIlftT-CLXB* DENTISTRY
than three cars shall bo allowed to pass
from
a
hunting
trip
to
Cheboygan,
supper
was served. Many beautiful
AND PRICES RIGHT.
have secured some special values at a great
along any street.
Presque isle county. John and Arnie
presents were received.They will reHocus: 8:30 to 12 a. v.; I:30tofi:30r.a.
concession in price. Don’t know but what we
side at Crisp.
DeFeyterand H. Purdy and H. Wyman
Kveninh'Mby Appointment
<iKANI> HAVEN LOST.
remained there for the present. The
have bought too many, but the prices were so
Ottawa Phone 33.
In the football game yesterday be<
lu the (iruiMl llitveiiStale
party secured four deer. Mr. DeFeyter
Hank.
tempting that we could not resist the great intween Holland and Grand Haven, Hoi
brought a fine fat buck homo. They
land won with a score of 48 to 0.
FijMowingis a complete list of stockducement. Anything you want, from 1c to 81.50
also found numerous signs of bear. Mr.
holders and number of shares held by
DeFeyter never feels more at home
each. See the great assortment.
FRIGHTFUL TRAIN WRECK.
eeck.lo tbe pew state bank of this city
than when he is out in the woods on
The most fatal train wreck in the
81*8 with the state hank com misthe trail of deer or other big game.
history of the state took place Wednes- sioned, Holland stockholders,John C.
l
Though not as spry as formerly he can
day at Seneca, about 70 miles south- Po4m0, G. J. Diekema 10, Geo. E Kolgive the youngsterslots of pointers in
west of Detroit. An emigrant train leolft Adrian B. Bosnian 5, Cornelius
woodcraft.
under two engines and with a full head
iure 10, George P. Hummer 20,
A HAPPY MARRIAGE
of
steam,
collided
with
train
No.
4
an
iupell
5, F. P. Newhouse 2, J. VV.
A FULL LINE AT
Get one of our coupons and buy a 81.00 Corset
Miss E. Dorothy Roberts who a few east-bound passenger, also heavily load10, W. H. Beach 10; Zeeland
years ago was teacher in music and ed. Six coaches on the emigrant train
for 75c. Next week is the last
'idem, Ralph Veneklusen 10,
drawing in the city schools here, was were telescoped and crushed Uto splinVeaeklaasen 10; Grand Haven
married Monday evening at Grand ters and three coaches of the passenger
ildera, Peter Brusse 18, Capt.
Cor. Eighth and Elver Sts.
Rapids to O. J. Larson. The bride is a met a similar fate. The ruins caught
Norton 5, Marine K. Van den
PRESCRIPTIONS
most estimablelady and has a host of fire and it was an awful sight. Tbe
lV -Edward P- Kinkema 5,
quickly, carefullyand economically
bore. She went from here to --- •»—
— supposed
oUn***;u
u* from
irum 60
ov to
to
death
hst is
to be
Lao* 2, Albert Rysdorp 5,
Tins Lias &r Clgert.
Calumet to teach. The *room liprotiF*W0 and
bad
raft-den Botch 6s. C- K. Hoyt
flltflMfVO
••of§ Dickerson
^
_ _ u __
.
fn M A
l.
T
cutiog attorney
county
been sent tbe passengerNo. 4 to wait 2* F*™* Pox 1, Martin Kieft3, Kate
and is _
a very
successful attorney.
—
tv, J Buvwaaiui
Mkiuruejr.Tues- at Seneca uui,
but these
HIUBU uruers
orders were eitnei
either Mulder 2, James J. Danhof 1, Edward
day afternoon and Wednesday forenoon misunderstood or disobeyed. It had al W. F . Moll 2, Leeudert Welling 2, John
thttV
utat«wl
they were entertained at tbe home of so been stated
that eu:
this order had been M. Cook 5, Mrs. Ella H. Lillie 5, T. W.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Browning.
countermanded.
Muilenburg 2, Wm. Nysou 2; Grand
Rapids stockholders, Silas M. Wright
WEDDED IN OKLAHOMA.
10; Allegan stockholders, Maria C.
HIS BONDSMEN WILL PAY.
Rev. Ties Mulder who graduated
Sherwood 30, Beniath Sherwood 10;
from Hope College in ’98 and who went -lohn Cook Coat the Men Who Trailed Him Lament stockholders, Elbert Lynn 5;
With a pair of our superior
•lust *1,500
to Oklahoma to do mission work, enNuniea stockholders, Fitch D. Cooper
tered the land contest there and drew
Grand Haven, Nov. I9.-An amicable 1. Also Wm. J. Gruot 10 shares. Hol160 acres. He divided the land with
settlement of the shortage of ex-City land holds 132 blocks of stock, Grand
Rubbers or Overshoes.
three companions, each now having 40
Treasurer John Cook was effected be- Haven 82, Zeeland 20, Grand Rapids JO.
acres. Yesterdayhe was married to a
tween the latter’sbondsmen and the Allegan 40, Lament 5; Nuniea I and
The old-fashioned Cure for Coughs and Colds.
young lady who left her home in New
city
council last night. The former elsewhere JO.-Gr. Haven Tribune.
' The keeping: of your feet warm
Jersey to join him in his mission work.
agreed to settle the claim of the city by
and dry means less sickness and
Quarter
f
To AImukIoii Mu gsi tuck llnrhor.
the payment in cash of 81,500. Tbe
WILL MAKE MORE BOATS.
less money for doctors’ bills.
whole claim was 81,700.35,after the
-ATSt. Joseph, Mich., Nov. 12. —It is an
The Wolverine Boat Co. will in a
fidelity
company’s
share
had
been
denounced
by
the
Graham
&
Morton
line
All sorts of ills come from short time employ about forty hands
ducted.
that the Saugatuck-Douglassteamers
and the prospects for building a large
damp feet.
will not be operated by them next year,
.
Murrluift)
LiveiiMw.
number of boats the coming season are
Every kind of footwear is here.
owing
to
the
bad
condition
of
the
harAM.KUAN COUNTY.
very bright. Two boats were shipped
Cor. Eighth St. and Central
i
You get more for your dollar to Florida this week.
Herbert L Cole and Helen M Hile- bor at Saugatuck.Morton mys he
thinks that Saugatuck harbor is a thing k***4*****'"*— .............
man, both of Ganges.
than the dollar can get elseHOLLAND WON.
Lloyd O’Brian and Edith Fox, both of the past, and that the business to
Chicago and Milwaukee will go
where.
The game of football between Hol- of Cheshire.
William H Zingenbuseh of Allegan electric railway to Holland and there
land and Grand Rapids last Saturday
and Katie Vorstbauerof Mishawaka, reach the boats, unless a new channel
was won by Holland with a score of 38 Indiana.
is dredged.— Chicago paper.
toO. The Holland team has been doHenry Hoova and Katie Gel bo, both of
The Saugatuck Commercial coming good work, not a team so far having Overisel.
ments on the above as follows:
been able to make a score against them.
OTTAWA COUNTY.
"Instead of Saugatuck harbor being
George W More, .25, Crockery; MarFARMERS INSTITUTEa thing of the past it is the thing of the
tina Martinson, 19, Spring Lake.
28 West Eighth St.. Holland.
A farmers’ institute will bo held In
Bert Bekman, 21, Holland;Gertrude future. We expect the next river and
the school house at .larnestownCentre Rosendahl, 21, Holland.
harbor bill will curry an appropriation
Peter Weller, 23, Jamestown; Mamie for Saugatuck harbor sufficient to make
on Tuesday, Dec. 3. A. M. Welch of
Ionia will be the state speaker. Inte- tones, 22, Jamestown.
the cut recommendedby tbe U. S. enWillis J Ackley, 25, South Haven: gineer. When this is done Saugatuck
GO TOC. A. STKVKNSON’S JKWKLRY resting addresses and discussions on Zoo McCormick, 10, Holland.
STOHK FOR YOUK HOLIDAY GOODS.
fruit, live stock and other lines of farm
harbor will be second to none on the
HansAgard, 23, Montague; Minnie
ing. All farmers and fruit growers Dok, 21, Holland.
east shore of Lake Michigan, and all
Brings attractivenessto listless,un- should attend.
the big lines will be bidding for SuugaDaniel Schlppers, 23, Grand Haven;
lovable girls, making them handsome,
tuck business.”
E. VAN DEIt WALL, Vico Pros.
Anna
Volkema,
25, Grand Haven.
marriageable women. That’s what
FOR
Wm.
Bos,
Secretary.
Harm J. P. Nienhuls, 24, Olive; AnRocky Mountain Tea will do. 35c.
I'd leave my happy home and cross the
na H. Brat, 20, Holland.
iiaan Bros.

Christmas!

"clAjCUl

Holiday Presents.
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Handkerchief Sale!

We

School Books

$1.00

School Supplies

CORSETS FOR

week.

j

S. A.

75c.

MARTIN’S

8

t
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John Vandcrsluis |
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Cover Your Feet

n

Horehound Drops
pound,

ii

f

5c.

. CON. DE PREE’S DRUG STORE.

S.

T

Ave.

GO TO

SPRIETSMA.

C. A.

STEVENSON

The R eliabe Jeweler,
YOUR—

MICHIGAN STATE HORTICULTURAL
MEETING.

Call for F. M. C. Coffees.

Cornelius Bouwens, 20, Borculo; Trvu
tje Huizer, 18, Zeeland.

deep blue sea,

Rather than he wi thout Charley and my
Rocky Mountain Tea.

The Thirty-First Annual meeting of
Lawrence Mulder, 20. Holland town
Iiaan Bros.
the Michigan State Horticultural So- Neel tje Berghorst, 19, Zeeland.
The finest lino of Calendars, ChristWhen things are “the best" they be- ciety will bo held at Fonnvillo on Tues
mas Curds and Novelties.
KILLED BY EXPLOSION.
come “the best selling.” Abraham day and Wednesday, Dec. 3 and 4. A
Hare, a leading druggist, of Belleville,
8 A. Martin.
At Detroit Tues lay morning a boiler
lino program on different subjects reO., writes: “Electric Bitters are the
lating to fruitgrowinghas been pre- exploded in the Ponberthy Inspector
Builds up the system; puts pure, rich
best selling bitters 1 have handled in 20
vears.” You know why? Most diseases pared and it should bo largely attended. Co’s factory wreckingthe building and blood in the veins; makes men and
begin in disorders of stomach, liver, Among the speakers will bo R. M. Kel- killing 29 people. Many others have not women strong and healthy. Burdock
Blood Bitters.At any drug store.
kidneys, bowels, blood and nerves.
CALL
AND
FIRST CHOICE.
logg of Three Rive.-s,Prof. L. R. Taft yet been found so that the number of
Electric Bitters tones up the stomach,
dead
may
bo
considerable
larger.
regulates liver, kidneys and bowels, of the Agricultural College, Prof. A.
Use F. M. C. Coffees.
purifies the blood, strengthensthe W. Slayton of Grand Rapids, C. E.
24 East Eighth Street, Holland.
DON’T
FORGET.
nerves, hence cures multitudesof mala- Bassett of Fennville, C. J. Monroe of
“I suffered for months from sore
dies. It builds up the entire system.
Anyone wishing to renew their sub- throat. Eclectric Oil cured mo in
South Haven, Prof. Hedrick of the AgPuts new life and vigor into any weak,
scriptionsfor Magazines or Periodicals twenty-four hours.” M. S. Gist, Hawesricultural
College,
L.
B.
Rico
of
Port
sickly, rundown man or woman. Price
of any kind before Dec. 26th are en- ville, Ky.
50 cents. Sold by H. Walsh, Holland, Huron, L. J. Farmer of Pulaski, N. Y.,
titled to u votes on the Piano contest,
and Van Bree & Son, Zeeland, drug- and many other prominent fruit grow- also Christmas Annuals. Now is the
A thousand things by it are done far
gists.
time to leavo your orders. Phone, No.
Buy F. M. C. Coffees.
better than most things do one. We
Use F. M. C. Coffees.
S. A. Martin,
The Madame Taxis preparations for
refer to Rocky Mountain Tea made by
Recollect, every purchaser at
cor. River and Eighth St.
sale only at
C. A. Stevenson’sjewelry store,
“Cure the cough and safe the life.” Recollect,every purchaser at
Madison Medicine Co. Haan Bros.
S. A. Martin's
WILL RECEIVE TICKETS FOR THE Go to C. A. Stevenson’s jewelry store
Dr. Wood’s Norway Pino Syrup cures C. A. Stevenson’sjewelry store
Drug and Book Store. PIANO CONTEST!
for your Holiday goods.
coughs and colds, down to the very WILL RECEIVE TICKETS FOR THE
Try F. M. C. Coffees.
verge of cousumption.
PIANO CONTEST!
Kjin-Hdn Like Wlldllre.

Holiday Presents
EARLY

ers.

_
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-
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I

Times.
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MAWT1NQ.

Pa

bill

A IAL

bar.

-BYPahlHUdEnryFiMay,at

Hollaad, Michigan.

dJFIGV. WAVtJLLY BLOCK, EIGHTH ST.
of anbaertotkm, 11(0 Mr yaar, or U por
year If paid In advanos.
A mrtfclBf Rataa mad* known on Application

T

•m»

4T Entarod at tbo post offles at Holland,
M ah., for tranaaiaaion through tbo malia as
MOM-olaaamattar.

s

NAVI REASON TO BE THANKFUL

THE BROILER BUSINESS.

Dun’s Report Bays Marked Improve-

Tlewa af (ha Btfltor •( A Faw Han*
Who Knows From Bxprrlanra.
Broiler raising ax an exclusive business Is practically a failure.The
•mount of risk In buying eggs for
hatching, the variety of stock hatched
ami the varied condition of such stock
hatched has given too much risk to
broiler raising as an exclusive affair.
Rut combine the broilerbusiness with
that of raising eggs for market, and
you have a combinationthat moans a
year round Income, and the risk of loss
li partly lessened. Selling eggs when
prices are high and turning them into
broilers when prices are on the decline Is a good rule to work by.
Prices for broilers hive held out very
well during the past few years, as high
as 00 cents a |K>und being reached.
When I first became Interestedin this
branch— it was in the Infancy of the
Industry- the prices kept hovering very
close to 80 cents a pound. Yet at that
figure in those days there was less
profit than In 00 cents a pound today.
Why? We have breeds better adapted
to the work; we have better Incubators and brooding systems;we have
better knowledge of how to feed and
care for the chicks. These improvements lessen the loss, and with less
risk we can make more profit.
During the past few years a new
branch has sprung up-tbe sale of
"squab broilers.’’ These ore chicks at
a weight of from onc-haif to threefourths pouud each. This demand was
created owing to the annual scarcity
of wild birds and especially squabs.
As high as 00 cents a pair has lieen
paid for this class of goods. There is
a possibility of this branch being overdone, which would naturally lower the
price. It is a question In the minds of
broiler raisers whether It pays better
to sell squat) broilersor raise them to
regular size. The argument Is ad-

ment in All Lines.
New York, Nov. 23.— R. O. Dun A
Crased By Cider, Mas Oommita Co.’s weekly review of trade says:
Never before in the history of the
United
States was there such great
Terrible Crime.
reason for a day or national thanksgiving. This country has made unprestrides toward a position of
HIS VICTIMS CANNOT LIVE cedented
Internationalsupremacy, not only in
commerce but also in finance.To a

marked degree, business enterprises
Marietta, O., Farmer Sheeta at Wife have proved successful. An idle wheel
in mills or factoriesis the exception,
and Son, Seriously Injurta Mother- while labor is so well employed at
CORRESPONDENT'S OPINION.
high wages that consumptivedemands
in-Law, and Father-In-Law Will Die
sustain marked values of all staple
Fooling In Garmany Will Dio Out— Lack of
-Brother-In-LawKilla tha Man.
commodities. Transportingfacilities
Frlondahlp.
have been unable to keep pace wiiu
the nation’s requirements, many comNew York, Nov. 23.— Referringto a
Marietta, O., Nov. 26.— A dual mur- plainingof tardy deliveries, which
remark of the Cologne Gazette that
alone act as a brake on commercial
"the present state of feeling in both 2er under most distressing circum- progress.By closing take navigation,
England and Germany may assume a stances took place near hera Sun- lower temperature will relievethe railform of conflagrationwhich cannot be day. Three miles north of Boverly, way situation, thousands of cars being
restored to inland traiUc. This same
extinguished.” the Berlin correspond* this county, near the little postolfice
factor of seasonableweather stimuof
Hackney,
Robert
Wilkina,
a
prosentof the London Times says: "The
lates retail dealings and prompt colhouse of our German neighbor maybe perous farmer living with hla wife and lectionswell bank exchanges.
Careful search discloses few unfaon Are, but our bands are full. Our child. All day Sunday Wilkin revorable factors in the iron and steel
neighbor bu fire engines of bis own, mained around home and much of the
situation. Probably the least satisfacSpecialist.
and we still have the Inviolate sea be* time was put in drinking hard cider. tory conditionsare found at plato
By
evening he was ready for any kind
tween us. The present conflagration
mills, which report an uneven distribuof trouble. His little son came into tion of orders. A few large concerns
OFFICE PARLORS AT HOTEL HOLLAND will die down, the relations of the two
the house and was seized by the appear to secure the bulk of new busicountries become normal, and their
-OK—
drunken man, who beat him terribly ness, but heavy orders for cars will
governmentscontinue to perform their with a board. The wife and mother largely expand the buying, while the
respectivetasks in the world without protested at such treatment, and Wil- new combinationwill put this class of
dangerous friction, but also without un* kin threatened to kill her if ahe did mills on a stronger basis. In rails
not go away and keep quiet With a there Is no apparentlimit to the ordue dependence on each other.”
rush, the mother caught her little one ders placed, though some mills are liONB DAY ONLY EACH MONTH.
in her arms and started for the home able to guarantee delivery within a
BOER WORK IN GERMANY.
of her father, Jacob Stokes, who lived year. It is certain that the greatest
9 A. M. To S P. M.
OFFICE HOURS,
but a short distance down the road. force on record is now engaged In the
Report That EmmUssrlesAre Busy All Wilkin caught up a gun anu followed various departmentsof iron and steel
Over the Empire.
the fleeing woman, shooting after her making.
Favorable weather during the closas she ran. Mr. and Mrs. Stokes
Consultationand ExaminationFree.
London, Nov. 23.— The Vienna cor- heard the noise and came out to the ing days of corn harvesting failed to
respondent of the Times says a pro* front porch to see what the trouble bring any reduction from the highest
Boer journal publishes a telegram stat- was. Wilkin saw them, and pointing price level in many years, and the
Dr. McDoxald ht« for rear* made a.tudy and ing that all over Germany salaried the gun at them, fired. The charge market was equally oblivious to AtaprclaHy of chronic an linKcrliiK dlHeascthat
struck Mr. Stokes in the Ride of the lantic exports for the week of only
require skillful medical treatmentfor their cure. Boer emissaries are secretly working.
head and be staggered to the aide of 450,424 bu, as against 3,838,666 bu a
Such ca*e« at family phytlclantfail to help and
pronounce incurableare particularlysolicited, No anti-Britiehoutbreak in Australia the porch. Mrs. Stokes waa shot in year ago. After some weeks of gradual
especially those overdosed with stronK mineral
followed Chamberlain’s reference to the face and her nose and ears were decline towards normal position,pork
drugs and poisons. Dr. McDonalduses only the
shot off. Stokes managed to stagger productssuddenly boundeu upwards,
purest medicines from the vegetable kingdom. Bosnia in his Edinburgh speech. Dr.
through the door, close and locked it. regardless of weakness in live hogs.
He pays attentiouto the cause of the disease
and Instructs his patientsthe way to health and Leyds has not been in Vienna. Austri- Wilkin then shot the lock o£ and
Wheat holds at about 3 cents above
happiness. Dr. McDonald can show bundre'is
an
authorities
have
made
it known that rushed into the house, screaming like last year’s price, despite the ^marked
of testimonials in the handwriting of grateful
patients who have been cured by him when oth
Anglophobedemonstrations will be dis- a madman. He was met by an 18-year- difference in size of crops. Receipts
ers failed. He Is so familiar with the human
old son of Stokes, and aimed, hts gun for the week were 7,481,529 bu, is
system that he Isable to read all diseasesof the approved.
at the lad with murderousIntent. againut 4.728,100bu a year ago, while
mind or body correct!)'at a glance without askYoung Stokes secured a gun from an- the export movement is equally gratiing any questions. Thousandsof invalidsare
SALISBURY GROWING OLD.
being treated dally for diseases they do not bsve
other room and fired the charge into fying, especially from ports on the
whiles few drops of medicine directed to the
Wilkin’s head, blowing out hie brains, Pacific. Total shipments from the
seat of the disease would give speedy relief, and
In His OflidRl killinghim instantly. When the man United States for the week were 5.040.permanentcure in a very short time. Good His Heart Is No Longer
Work.
healthis the mo't preciousjewel in our crown
lay dead on the floor young Stokes 417 bu, against 2,«wu.776bu last year.
of happiness. With it the world is bright; withFailures for the week numbered 218
came to town and told of the tragedy,
out It misery claims us for her own. If you arc
New York, Nov. 23 — Says the Lonoffering to give himself up. Rescuers In the United States, against 238 last
a sufferer you should weigh well these wonts:
A person who neglectshis healthIs guilty of a don correspondentof the Tribune: went to the house and the injured year, and 31 in Canada, against 29 last
great wrung to hini*elf and a grave injury to huyear.
manity.The name of Dr. McDonald,the well- ‘‘Thosein the way of seeing Lord Salis- were cared for. Young Stokes Is beknown specialist in the cure of chninic and lin- bury describe him as aging rapidly and ing applaudedfor his act and nas not
gering diseases, has become a household word In
BIG STORM IN NEW YORK.
been arrested.Mr. Stokes tue elder
thousinds of homes which his skill and wonder- displaying little interestin public afwill die and Mrs. Stokes Is dangerousful remedies have made happy by restoring dear
York, Nov. 25.—
heavy
ones to health after all ho|>es were lost The fairs. His heart is not in his work. He ly ill from the result of shock. The
doctoris a graduate of the highest and best med- scarciu'sin an absent-mindedway for Stokes family is very prominent and
northeast
gale
has
been
raging
along
ical colleges, and his advances theories in the
treatmentof chronic diseases surprisethe most the point of least resistance, and avoids wealthy.
the coast for the past twenty hours.
skeptical.All chronic diseases of the
as far as possible political disturbances
EAR.
AYRES’S ASSOCIATES TESTIFY. The storm set in at the sunset SaturLUNGS,
day evening, blowing with great sevand commotion.”
LIVER.
erity all night, accompanied by heavy
KIDNEYS,
Their Descriptions Fail to Move Mrs. rain. In the upper and lower bay the
How llrltaluHas Fallen.
and HOW ELS,
Bonine.
storm blew with great fury, an unusuRcientlflcallyand successfully
treated.
London, Nov. 23.— Referringto reDr. McDonaldhas made a special study of all
Washington, Nov. 26.— The trial of ally high tide washed upon the Staten
diacasMi of the brain and nervoussystem,and all
cent articles in the British press favorIsland shores, doing considerable damdelicate and obscurediseases peculiar to women.
Mrs. Lola Ida Bonine for the murder
age to docks, small boats and other
Dr. McDonald's Special Remediesarc a |K*r- ing an Anglo-Russianunderstanding,
of James Seymour Ayres, Jr.t at the craft. The Staten Island rapid tranmanent cure for men suffering from nervous and•exual debility KYid early decay. Rheumatic and the St. Petersburg correspondentof Kcnmore hotel last May, began In real
sit railroad track between Tomkinspanlytic cripples made to walk; catarrhaldeafthe Times quotes an article opposing earnest yesterday. The prelimin
Yllle and Stapleton,was obstructed by
ness positively cured and many made to hear a
whisper In a very few minutes. All aches and this suggestion in the Novoe Vremya.
wreckage from (rile -drivers and a
details as to the finding of
paius fade away under his magical remedies.
small schooner which was driven
Epilepsy or fallingsickness positivelycured This paper belittles Britain,saying she the location of the furniture
ashore and the wreckage piled up on
through his new method of treatment.Special
has
fallen
greatly
from
her
former
high
stains,etc., were all in with the conattention given to catarrh and diseasesof the
the railroad tracks. The storm did
blood.
clusion of the testimony of J. F. Drew, considerable damage in tne city.
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New

A

EYE.
THROAT,
HEART.
STOMACH

Those unable to call write for question blank.
Hundreds cured through correspondence.Medicines sent every where. Consultation free and
strictlycoutldentlal.Address

DR. D.

A.McDONALD
The

Wellington

Specialist.

Flats,

Grand Rapids, Mich

state.

_

Modern Margery Narpnaaed.
"While suffering from a bad case of
piles I consulted a phvslclanwho advised me to try a box of DeWitt’sWitch
Hazel Salve,” says G. F. Carter, AtlanGa. "I procured a box and was entirely cured- DeWltt’s Witch Hazel
Salve is a splendid cure for piles, giving relief Instantly; and 1 heartly recommend It to all sufferers.”Surgery is
unnecessaryto cure piles. DeWitt’s
Witch Hazel Salve will cure any case.
ta,

Cuts, burns, bruises and all other
wounds are also quickly cured by it.
Beware of counterfeits.L. Kramer.

A SURE

DR.

CURE FOR

FENNER’S

Golden Relief
and Cough Honey
•ar«, •ur*. Certain.
PRICK MS CTS. A HOTTLK.
All "COLDS” in any part of the body,
Colds in the head, Coughs, Bronchitis
and Pneumonia,Sore Throat; all Throat
and Lung Troubles.They are both

GERMICIDES.
rOR KALB DT

C. D.

SMITH, Druggist, Holland.

St. Vitoo'

DancoJK k'JS

Alberti

n. vDr'

& Dykstra

UNDERTAKERS and

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.

vanced that the greatest loss Is experienced during the early life of the chick,
and as it is easier to add weight after
a chick has readied three-fourths
pound there is more profit In the regular broiler (one and onc-lialf pounds).
There are fewer broiler plants in this
country today than ever before, but
the quality of broilers, the successful
measures, etc, make It a branch which
makes bigger profits than anything Calls receive prompt attention
else. That is a fact, however, only night or day.
where eggs are raised at home. A careLady attendants.
ful Inspectionof the methods employ26 East Eighth Street, Holland.
ed, the success,etc., of the prosperous
lOtf
growers has evinced the fact that the Bell Phonel6&— 1
secret of success lies in the selection of
a breed of fowls that will combine
growth and plumpness in the shortest
time after leaving the eggs. Such
stock kept at home and fed and cared

ring.

for so as to assure strong fertility
gives the broiler man material from
which he can produce the ideal article.
I give these facts briefly, as the impression has gone forth that the industry is dead and that it died from
the effect of low prices and big cost.
There could be no more cruel blow
struck. If dead— but it is not dead— it
died by carelesshandling from incompetent men. The prices are not low
and never have been so low that they
did not afford a profit to the practical
man. The cost of production depends
upon the price of eggs, labor, methods,
etc. The practicalman regulatesthese.
So It will be seen that, with experienc-

F.

Helm &

Son

CONTRACTORS
AND

BUILDERS.
Estimates given on

all

work.

32S First Avenue,

36-

HOLLAND, MICH.

ed work and common sense methods
and when made an adjunct to other
branches,broiler raising instead of CJTATB OF M ICII IGA N.CocKrr ok Ottawa, kb.
being dead is a live, healthy and profit- O AtuwMsIou of the Probate Court for theCounty of Ottawa, hoMen at the ITonate Office,
kins, who roomed over Ayres and river, where cellers were flooded. The able business.—Michael C. Boyer In in iheclty of Gratul Haven, in Mild county, on
Thursday, the 2Iki day of November, In the year
raised the first outcry; Miss Woolums, rapid transit tunnel also \yas Hooded Poultry Monthly.
one thousand nine hundred and one.
who roomed under Ayres, and Miss in many places.
Present, John V. H. Goodrich, .liidge of ProLawless and Miss Minas, who roomed
The Western Union Telegraph Co.
IliRh Prirra For Feed.
bate.
of the estate of David Sweet, a
on either side of him, testified.The reports having suffered most in the
Those of us who have been under the In the matter
incompetent person.
two latter were regarded as star wit- Pocono mountain district near necessity of buying poultry feed or mentally
OnreadltiKandtiliiiKthe petition, duly verinesses, but they testified to no facts Stroudsburg,Pa. Sleet broke down
fied,of Monroe Sweet.Guardian of said mentally
grain recently have been painfullycon- incompetent person,(now deceased) praying for
not developedat the inquest. Drew poles and wires for nearly a mile.
scious of an unprecedented rise in the examination and allowance of his final actestified that there was room enough
as such Guardian, that he may he disprices. The tendency of prices has count
behind the uoor of Ayres’s room for a
INSURGENT FORT TAKEN.
charged from his trust, have his bond cancelled
been upward for a long time. Part of and said estate closed.
man to have been there while the
Thereuponit is Ordered, That Monday, the
door was opened to admit another perManila, Nov. 25.— Capt. Edward P. this advance is attributable to partial 23rd day of December next at to o'clock in the
son, a contention which the prosecu- Lawton’s company of the Nineteenth failureof or reported damage to some forenoon,be assigned for the hearing of said |>et'.tion, and that the heirs at law of said deceased
tion deny, and also that there were
infantry has attacked and captured graiu crops and part to speculation on and ail other persons Interestedin said estate
empty cartridges in the slop jar in
the
part
of
the
grain
gamblers,
who
are reipiired to up|>ear at a sessionof said Court,
Ayres’s room before the pistol with an insurgent fort on Bohol Island, exaggerated the actual conditions.Poul- then to he holdeu at the Probate Office in tne
south
of
Cebu,
In
the
Visayan
group.
city of Grand Haven, in said county, and show
which the shooting was done waa
This fort was surrounded on all trymen and others who are obliged to cause,If any there he, why the prayer of the i>eemptied by Officer Brady after the
titlouer should not la* granted: And it Is further
tragedy. This would tend to estab- sides by a precipice and the only en- buy have been robbed of hundreds of ordered,That said petitioner give notice to the
thousands
of
dollars
within
the
past
trance
to
the
higher
ground
was
guardpersons interestedIn said estate, of Die pendenlish the theory of the defense that the
cy of said petition, and the hearing thereof by
pistol belonged to Ayers. Miss Minas ed by a stockade with a line of en- few weeks. But we seem to be helpless causing a copy of this order to he published in
testifiedthat Ayres and Mrs. Bonine trenchmentsbehind it. Capt. Lawton in the matter. It is a time for studying the Ottawa County Times, a newspaperprinted
ate ice cream and cake in her room sent Sergeant McMahon and 20 men economy In feeding and for testingthe and circulated in said county of Ottawa, for
three successiveweeks previous to said day of
the night before the^ tragedy and that to climb the precipice and attack the poBsibilitlqs of cheaper ‘gictiiutes. for
- •
at that time* there* w'as no evidence of foft iff the rear. Seffeeant McMahon s* standardfeeding stuffs. It is also a (A true copy, Attest
Judge of Probate.
party accomplishedtheir task after
Fakkt Dickinson, Probate Clerk. n22-d#
ill-feeling between them.
time for getting rid of the drones and
Mrs. Bonine throughout the trial three hours climbing, through the
the unproductive stock. — Poultry err ATE OF MICHIGAN, Coontv or Ottawa,88.
yesterday, when witnesses described thick undergrowthof brush and vines

the capitol policemanwho was on the Windows in the upper part of the
stand when the court adjourned last city were blown In and a few roofs
London, Nov. 23.— The correspondent Friday. Baker, the man who saw Mrs. taken off. The greatest damage was
of the Times in Pretoria reportsmany Bonine descend the fire escape; Hop- along West street, fronting the North
Reports of More Boer Captures.

more captures of Boers in the Transvaal and

Orange River Colony.

In the

southeastern district of the Transvaal
British troops are still dealing with
isolated parties of Boers.

The captures

are generally in small batches.

Look Here!

C’MiiHdiuiiM

to Fight Boera.

London, Nov. 23.— The war officethis
afternoon announcedthat it has accepthave a few houses and lots and ed Canada's offer of 000 mounted men
some vacant lots left which I am for service in South Africa.
going to close out now.
Great Luck Ot An Kditor.
If you want to invest a few hun‘‘For two years all efforts to cure Ecdred dollars in good property,
zema in the palms of my hando failed,”
I

writes Editor H.

N.

Lester, of Syra-

"then I was wholly cured
No*v is Your Chance. by Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.” It’s the
world’s best for Eruptions, Sores and
till skin diseases.Only 25c at H. Walsh,
Don’t wait, but call on me and UollantT, and Van Dree & Son, Zeeland.
get a bargain.
Recollect, every purchaserat C. A.
cuse, Kan.,

hearing.
)

K.

Stevenson’sjewelry store, will receive
O At a session of the Probate Court for the
the cries, groans and throat gurgling that covered the almost perpendicular Monthly.
tickets for the piano contest!
County of Ottawa bolden at the Probate Office,
of the dying man, remained absolute- cliff. They took the enemy by surIn the City of Grand Haven, in said county, on
Store, 383 Central Avenue.
A Wtanlng Minorca Hca.
prise and drove them from the fort.
ly unmoved.
Monday,the IHth day of November, lu the year
AND JEWELS.
As the insurgents escaped they had
Favorite is a 95*/j point White Minorca one thousand nine hundred and one.
Present,John V. H. Goodrich. Judge of ProIt will also pay you to look at my
FACT. to pass the remainder of Capt. Law- hen. bred and owned by C. W. Jerome bate.
Jewels, candy, flowers, man— that is ALASKAN CONSPIRACY
ton’s company at a distance of 150 & Co., Fabius, N. Y. Favorite has a
Dry Goods and Groceries. I deal the order of a woman’s preferences.)
In the matter of the estate of John R. Strahyards. Here me enemy suffered ter- record of first pullet at New York and blng, deceased.
honestly and sell cheap.
Jewels form a magnet of mighty power ‘ Three Officials Here After Aid— Want
On
reading and filing the petition,duly veririble losses.
to the average woman. Even that
fied,of Annie Ktrabbing,Administratrix of the
Troops.
The insurgents defendedthemselves
estate of said deceased,praying for the examigreatestof all jewels, health, is often
Chicago, Nov. 26.— Overland through with both cannon and rifles. The cannation and allowance of her final account as
ruined in the strenuous efforts to make
such administratrix,
that she may he dlHCharged
Alaska
to the sea by water to Seattle non were captured, the smaller ones
or srve the money to purchase them.
from her truHt, have her bond cancelledand said
removed,
while
the
larger
ones
were
estate closed.
If a woman will risk her health to get and through the United States on their
burled. Capt. Lawton, In his rejtjrt
Thereupon It Is Ordered, That Monday, the
a coveted gem, then let her fortify her- way to Ottawa, officials of Yukon ter-'ji
16th day of December next at 10 o'clock in the
makes special mention for bravery of
self against the insiduous consequencesritory are hurrying to plead at the Caforenoou,he assigned for the hearing of said peSergeantsList and McMahon.
tition, and that the heirs at law of said deceased,
of coughs, colds and bronchial affec- nadian capital for help to put down
and all other persons Interestedin said estate
tions by the regular use of Dr.Boschee’s
are requiredto appear at a sessionof said Court,
the rebellion threatened by members
Eight Reteuen Perish.
German Syrup. It will promptly ar
then to he holder) at the Probate Office in the
of the Order of the Midnight Sun.
Bluefleld,
W.
Va.,
Nov.
25.—
The
City of Grand Haven. In said county, ard show
Houses and land for sale at rea- rest consumptionin its early stages and
cause,if any there be. why the Prayer of ihe peThree
of
these
officials arrived at dead bodies of the lost party of eight
heal the affected lungs and bronchial
titioner should not be granted: And it is fursonable prices. Or will sell lots at tubes and drive the dread diseasefrom Chicago yesterday and outers are on well-known mining men who entered
ther Ordered, That said petitioner give noticeto
the iwrsons Interestedin said estate, of the pena very reasonable figure; located on the system. It is not a cure-all, but it the way. That serious trouble is imWest mine of the Pocahontascolleries
dency of said petition, and the hearing thereof
minent
in
the
far
northwest
is
admitCentral Ave., from 2Cth to 28 sts. is a certain cure for coughs, colds and
by causing a copy of this order to be published
ted by three members of the Yukon company on Friday morning last at
all bronchialtroubles. You can get Dr.
in the Ottawa County Times, a newspaper printLots from $05 to $75.
departmentof public works, who were 11 o’clock, were recovered at 12:45
ed
and circulatedin said county of Ottawa for
G. G. Green's reliable remedies at Heber
FAVORITE.
o'clock
yesterday.
three successive weeks previous to said day of
Frank Buknnkker,
in consultation at the Palmer house
Walsh’s drug store, Holland, Mich.
The
fire
is
still burning in Baby Toronto. A year later at< Akron, O.,
JOHN V. II. GOODRICH,
Cor. Central Ave. and 20th Street,
Get Green’s Special Almanac. last night with local capitalistswho mine and the mine officials seem at she was given the same score and (A true copy. Attest.) Judge of Probate.
have interests in that country. The
Fanny
Dickinson,
Probate
n22 d6
Holland
-12-48
men are I). McR. Minard, accountant; a loss to understandhow it will be won first hen in a class of forty-five
finally
extinguished.
The
only
way
White Minorcns.
J. C. Tache, resident engineer, and
it is believed,is by flooding. This will
P. E. Mercier, assistantengineer.
President H. S. Graves bf the White be an enormous undertakingas the
Ilatclilnic Oat rich Kkkm.
Pass & Yukon Railroad Co. was among mine is a drift mine. Mine experts
For several years attempts have been
claim
there
is
great
danger
of
exploTake the genulM, original
those who talked over the situation
The Seed Merchant,
made at Omaha nud Los Angeles to
ROCKY MOUNTAIN TEA
with the Yukon officials.
deter- sions by Hooding the mine, as when hatch the egg of the ostrich artificialA FAIR OFFER.
Made only by MadlaonMadia
mined, united effort by a band of at water comes in contact with the fire,
We will give the Intending student ONE least 1,500 men, who have been laying the generation of gas will he so great ly, but so far these attempts have been Has added to his business a fine
cine Co., Madlaon,Wla. It
keepa you well. Our trad# YEAR'S tuition FREE if we cannot show him
as to possibly blow away the whole unsuccessful, the difficultybeing the
lot of
mark cut on each package. more students placed in permanentpositions as plans for nearly a year, is the plot as
applicationof moisture. Now, howevPrice,35 cents. Never sold
described by the officialsto establish side of the mountain.
In bulk. Accept no eubstl* Book-keepersand Stenographers during the past an independent government. Sevener, an ostrich farm in Florida can boast
tute. Ask your druggist
year than any other Two Business Colleges
Probably Two Hundred Lives Lost.
of the first Incubator hatched ostrich in
tenths of the men are Americans, and
COMBINED in Northern or Western Michigan. they have grievances and the ability
Manila, Nov. 25.— The local steamer the United States. The incubater reAttend "The Best" and get The Best Results.
to set them forth in convincing style. Alerta, with 200 passengers, including quired forty-onedays of careful watchDoes your Stomach trouble you? Are your
HKAVTim, Co.MMKKCIAI.CaTALOOUK FUKK.
Gov.-Gen. Minto of Canada is to be some discharged American soldiers ing. The thermometer was kept at now on sale at his Seed Store, loBowels regular? A re you lillllous?
llEAUTim. SlIOltTIIANI)CATALOOUKFkEK.
asked to send troops to the scene and from Olongapo, Subig bay, to Manila,
110 degrees, and the moisture was ap- cated in the Huntley building,
et least to double the mounted police. is believed to have been lost.
D. McLachlan & Co.

0. M.

VAN TUBERGEN,

WOMEN

A

Houses and Land
FOR SALE.

hearing.

Mich.

Clerk.

W. H.

Don't Be Fooledi

SUTPHIN

A

Single Harness

sy-re-co

26c per bottle at

BlUioUSnbSg,HeildaCllC.
Heber Walsh's Drug Store.

19-25 S.

DivisionSt., Guam) RaI'IDB, Micu.

plied at intervals.

on River Street, Holland. 4i-tf
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her to test the large floatingdrydock
at tne New Orleans naval station.
»ho pay rolls of the board of ele..tlons of Greater New York showed
that the recent city election cost the
numicinaiiiy $670,000, or $1.08 for each
voter that was registered.
Briefly
The I.okal Anzeiger of Berlin yesterday printed a special dispatch from
St. Petersburg asserting that Germany
and Russi are together preparinga
common circular note proposing an
anti anarchist conference.

MONDAY.

Tatmo Gabtit*
anMfftof tkMMNsarma mi
vmn Ml M mn+mlmy toll
Imtoau tad r«f|to itrwitk.
. II jm an vmI, atrttM,irfRa*

^ ^

Gen. Chaffee has ordered that In the
future complete records shall be kept
of all natives taking the oath of allegiance to the United States. Duplicates of these records will be signed
in Etaglish, Spanish and Tagalog.

HOPPERS FOR POULTRY.
lt«HV They Are Caught mid Prraaed
Into Dricka For Slilnpiiig.

iJrittihoppcrs• icing put lo a new
use out in Ni bni; iiu. The farmers
have killed Incredible numbers of them
by tin* help of a machine which is perhaps the most effectiveever devised
for the' purpose. It is called a “hoppenlozer" and is nothing more or less
than a large lint pan with a small
amount
of kerosene contained In a deThe McKinley '‘carnation’’contest
was the attraction yesterdayat the pression in the rear part of it. The
flower show at Kansas City, and the contrivance,being attached to n horse,
prize of $100 offered for the most per- is pushed along in front of the anifect specimen pink carnation, the fa- mal as the hitter Is driven across the
vorite flower of the late president,was fields. Pretty nearly every grasshopawarded to E. T. Graves of Richmond,
per encounteredJumps upon the pan

Wc

Now Located

arc

In the place well known as the

HarringtonBlock, with

New York

Racket Store,

u complete line of

Books, Stationery, Etc.,

There was a rush of business at ind.
and Is promptly suffocatedby the kerothe Harlem river yards of the New
sene.
K)eMto,UbosMfer|AOa
SATURDAY.
York,
New
Haven
ft
Hartford
railBook fra*.
Tbla Ingenious instrumentlias been
The
bodies
of
George
Beach
and
road yesterday, for at 10 o’clock in
Balald Dna Oo^ Otoratond, Oi
the morning all the men who went Fred Dreyer, the two men who fell off In use for a number of years in parts
Thanking our patrons for the favors shown us in the
on strike last Tuesday went back to a scow in Maumee bay Thursday, were of tbe west, but hithertoit lias not ocwork.
recovered Friday and taken to Toledo. curred to the farmers to make any
Hold^by H. Walsh. Drugfist, Holland.
The tipple and wash bouse of mine use of the dead grasshoppers.Most past and solicitingyour patronage in the future, we are
The muddy condition of the track
No.
1 of the Donk Bros. Coal Co. of St. commonly they were burned, though
at Oakley Park, Cincinnati, Saturday,
Yours very truly,
necessitated the postponment of the Louis, one mile from Collinsville, HI., some more enterprising agriculturists
Cincinnati automobileclub's program burned Friday. The loss is estimated turned a portion of them to account
Louisville
Nashville of the automobileraces and the ex- at $60,000.
as poultry feed. They found that the
hibition by Henri Fournier, the French
The executive committee of the Nabens liked them exceedingly, for it is
PailrnaH ™E great central chaffeur.
tional Educational association has dea fact that a grasshopperIs to a hen
«\Olll UQUy SOUTHERN TRUNK LINE
At a meeting of the municipal coun- cided to hold its next aiinual convenwhat a eanvasbaokduck is to human
cil of Roquebrune Saturday night, M. tion in Minneapolis.The convention
epicure— the very choicest and most
Orsini, one of the counciliors, after will be in session July 7 to 11, 1902.
a heated discussion,drew a revolver
The treasury department has im- esteemed of delicacies.
72
St.,
Hence the Idea which is now being
and shot dead M. Slgaut. the deputy posed tines of $24,660 upon owners of
mayor, dangerously wounding also the three Nome steamshipsfor violations developed on a coimnorelal scale. The
mayor and the mayor's brother, who of the customs regulations in carrying grasshoppers,after being killed by the N. B — Visit our Bargain Counter in Racket Goods. Useful articles
had tried to arrest Orsini. Tne latter passengersfrom the north in excess hopperdozer, are left iu windrows in
from 2c and upwards.
Now on Sole to
KLTTStof1

AND ARE READY FOR BUSINESS.

and

SLAGH&BRINK

WINTER
t TOURISTS’ TICKETS

East Eighth

escaped.

Florida
and the

Gulf Coast.
Write for

folders, descriptivemat-

ter, etc., to

STONE,

I -

General Passenger Agent,

LOUISVILLE, KY.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS TO
R. J.

WEMYSS,

General Immigration and IndustrialAgt.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

And

TUESDAY.
The

C. L.

he will mail you, free, Maps,

of the license limit.

One of the finest sites in Paris has
become American property. It is announced that the EquitableLife Insurance Company has acquired the
plot of ground on the corner of the
Boulevarddes Capucinesand the Rue
do la Paix, overlooking the grand opera house, where they intend to build,
introducing the latest American methods of construction.

An

application. will be

made at the
next session of parliamentto incorporate the Lake Bennett Railway Co.
to build a road from Dyea river to
Lake Bennett, and thence to Selkirk,
in the Yukon territory.
The stomach of the supposed Charles
Goodman, found dead in a hotel at
Jeffersonville,Ind., will be removed
today from the corpse and an analysis
will be made to determine whether it
contains laudanum or other poison.

health of Count Tolstoi is im-

According to the statement of a perproving. His fever and pams have son who arrived Thursday night, Miss
ceased. His appetite has improved Stone and her companion have been
and he is sleeping better.
removed from a villagenear Dubnitza
. The Olympia,formerly the flagship to a point near the frontier, and Miss
of Admiral Dewey, was docked suc- Stone got wet while crossing the river
cessfully at noon Monday at the Struma.
Charlestownnavy yard.

Louis Grannoti,an accomplice of TRAFFIC REMAINS UNIMPEDED
Bresci, the assassin of King Humbert,
was sentenced to life imprisonment Colon Thus Far Has Not Been
at the assizes. Grannoti has not yet
been captured.
Attacked.

the fields, where they are soon dried.
When they have lieen exposed to the
sun for a sufficienttime to reduce
them to a properly desiccated condition, they are gathered up with rakes,
shoveledinto carts and conveyed to
a shed, where they are put into a

solid bricks.

to poultry raisers, who find tills new
kind of hen provendermost satisfactory, and they are anxious to get more
of It. Apiiarcntly it is a great encourager of egg production.
It Is not necessary to grind the bricks
before feeding the stuffs to the chickens, but merely to break them into
pieces and soften with water.— Saturday Evening Post.

what

m

We have ready-mixed paint

WAGONS,

BICYCLES,

CARRIAGES,
And

The

excluded from the second-classof mail
matter, under the new policy governing that classification, was announced
Monday. Most of them are serials published in Minneapolisand Philadelphia. The list includes several newspaper almanacs and railroad guides.

for

HOUSE— inside and out.
BARN, FENCES,
FLOOR, ROOF,

The Pekin.

troops on the Pinzon should persist in
their purpose it is said that the commanders of the various warships at
Colon would require that ample time
be. allowed for the withdrawal from
the town of all foreigners and the at*
Digests
yon eat.
tacking force, to escape restraint,
It artificially dlgeita the tood and aldl
would be obliged to direct their bomNature lo atrenf thening and noon*
WEDNESDAY.
l-rdment with such rare precision as
•tructlog the exhausted digestive orThe report generally circulatedthat to destroy the insurgent defenses
gans. It lithe latest dlscovereddlgestthe steamer Ella had been wrecked on without harming the railroad property
ant and tonic. No other preparation
the coast of Newfoundland proves to and even witnout endangeiing the
eaa approach It In efficiency. It in*
be Incorrect. The Ella, however, is passage of trains, conditions probably The Illustrationshows one of the
•tantly rellevesand permanentlycurec
known
to have passed out from Que- not to be met.
“big kind” of Pekin ducks. Tills one
Dyspepslat Indigestion,Heartburn,
bec on Sunday and is safe.
The secretary of the navy yesterday was bred by William E. Knight, FishFlatulence,Sour Stomach, Nausea.
The successor to M. Chinda, Japan- cabled Captain Perry of the Iowa to kill Unding, N. Y. The picture is reSick Headache, Oaitralgia,Crampsand
ese minister in St. Petersburg, who assume full commanu of all the United produced from American Poultry Jourall other resulu ot Imperfect digestion.
PrletSOc.audit LartaolM contains 2K times now becomes under secretary of state States naval forces on both sides cf nal.
aaaUatoa. Book Oil about djipeptla malledfree at Tokio, will be M. Kurina Shinlchiro, the isthmus, in order to insure harnow Japanese minister in Paris, and monious operations. Consul-General
Prepared Ry C. C DaWITT A CO. Chicago
Fattening Punltrr In Belgium.
formerlythe representative of Japan Gudger’s last dispatch, whicn came afConsul Roosevelt of Brussels gives
in Washington and Rome. M. Kurina ter 1 o’clock, was about as follows:
this interesting account of fattening
was educated in the United States.
“Our troops have arrived at Mata- poultry in Belgium:.. In fattening for
I^ondon “Truth" today says that the chin, one-half of the way across the
market, at about three months old,
hereditary prince of Hohenlohe-Lang-isthmus. No obstruction, and Colomcoops
of peculiar construction accomWhy. In the Territory
enburg and the prince of Hohenlohe- bian government seemed to be victorimodate twenty chickens. They are
Traversed by the
Oshringen visited Emperor William ous over the insurgents.”
twenty-four inches high, twenty inches
at Potsdam Nov. 15 and acquainted
wide, standing on four legs three feet
Under Water Fifteen Hours.
him with the fact that the grand duke
and grand duchess of Hesse would be
New York, Nov. 25.— In the pres- In height. The bottom is made of lath
divorced on the ground of “insuperable ence of a big crowd which, despite the so that the droppings full through, the
personalaversion,” all efforts to ar- storm, assempled to witness the em- top an adjustable board to allow free
range a modus vivendi having failed.
erging of the submarine boat Fulton, circulationof air, the front lath two
that craft rose from the bottom of the to two and a half inches apart and the
THURSDAY.
bay yesterday at 10:30, with all well receptaclefor food a triangularshaped
Rumors frqm Warsaw, Russia, say and greatiy surprised to find there wooden box. The food consists of
that 20 Jews have been killed in anti- was a rain storm. The test of the
Fulton’s staying powers was highly ground buckwheat mixed with milk,
semite disturbances at Olviopol.
satisfactorynot only to the officers of forming a paste not too liquid and fed
A
deal
for
28,825
acres
of
land
in
-THELogan county, W. Va., was closed to- the company that built her and the twice daily. At noon milk or milk and
tireat Central Southern Trunk Line,
day for an English syndicate. The naval officerspresent, but to those water Is given them. If any refuse
who went to the bottom in the boat. to take their food, they arc not forced
price
was $800,000.
-IXto eat, but are removed and killed, as
It is said that the forces of the ArNo Reply to Ultimatum.
they will grow thin and lose their marKENTUCKY. TENNESSEE. ALABAMA, gentine republic have closed the line
London, Nov. 25.— "Mr. Dickinson ket value. They are usually fed four
of demarkationbetween Chile and the
MISSISSIPPI. FLORIDA,
has received no reply from the brig- or five weeks.
Argentine into Chilian territory.
-WHERKPresident Roosevelt has agreed to ands to his ultimatum,”says a dispatch from Sofia to the Daily TeleDone Well With Turkey a.
carry out one more promise made by
Farmers, Fruit Growers,
McKinley.It is to appoint the son graph. “Tiie brigands threaten to kill The funner who is always decrying
Miss Stone unless the full ransom is turkeys and the expense of raising
of Rear-AdmiralSampson a naval ca
Stock Raisers, Manufacturers,
paid by Jan. 1."
det in Annapolis.
them will be forced to admit that the
Investors, Speculators,
There has been an alarmingspread
turkeys have withstood the drought
MARKETS.
and Money Lenders of the plague in south Russia, accordbetter than anything else on the farm,
will Hud the greatcKt chancesIn the United ing to dispatches from Lemberg, hunand the food they have eaten he will
Detroit Grain Market.
dreds of fatal causes being reported
State.s to make "blK money" by reason of the
not regard as so much wasted. He
abundanceund cheapness of
In Moscow, Odessa, Kieff, Kherson
Detroit, Nov. 26.— Wheat— No. t
will And that the large drove of turLaud and Farms,
and other towns.
white, 77%e; No. 2 red, 77y2c; No. 3
keys his wife has to sell will materially
Timber and Mom*.
Gen. Chaffee cables from Manila red, 78%c: mixed red, 77%c; Dec.,
Iron and Coal.
aid
the family when everything else
771/fcc;
May,
80%c.
CornNo.
2
mixed.
that the transport Thomas has sailed
Labor— Everything*
from there for San Francisco, with 65%c; No. 2 yellow, 66c. Oats— No. is so scarce. Turkeys may be lower
Free sites, financialassistance,and freedom 49 furloughed and discharged soldiers, 2 white, 48y.c; No. 3 red. 47‘^c. Rye ou the market than usual, but I
from taxationfor the manufacturer.
102 prisoners,127 sick and 949 short —No. 2, 59 %c. Beans— Nov., $1.80; doubt it. Tbe scarcityand consequent
Laud and farms at (1.00 per acre and upwards, term men.
Dec., $1.74. Clover— Spot, $5.45; Dec., high prices of other meats probably
and 500.000 acres In West Florida that can be
The secretary of war has directed $5.45.
taken gratis under the U. S. Homesteadlaws.
will keep up the price of poultry even
Chicago Grain and Provisions.
Stock raising In the Gulf Coast District will that the order granting free admission
if there is a large supply. There is
make enormousprofits.
of Christinas presents to the PhilipChicago. Nov. 26.— Wheat— Dec., always the Thanksgivingand ChristHalf-Fare Excursion*the first and third pines and Cuba shall extend only to 72% c; May, 70o. Corn— Dec., 62,/jc;
mas demand, and add to tiiis the numTuesday of each month.
the officers and men and civilian em- May, 64 %c. Oats— Dec., 42%c; May,
Let us know what you want, and we will tell
bers required to grace feasts of differyou where and how to get It-but don't delay as, ployees of the army and navy, but not 43%c. Pork— Jan., $15.87; May, $16.22.
to the civilian employees of the civil Lard— Jan., $9.12; May, $9.25. Ribs— ent kinds and you will And the turkey
the country is tilling up rapidly.
Printed matter,maps and all information free. governments.
will be in demand at good prices.—
Jan., $8.07; May, $8.25.
Address,
Miss Bottle (j. Mackey iu Reliable
It J. WEMYSS.
FRIDAY.
Poultry Journal.
LIVE STOCK.
General Immigration and Industrial Agent
Manager Frank Dwyer of the DeCHICAGO.
LOUISVILLE.KY.
troit American league team has signed
Th«* Turkey- Crop.
Chicago, Nov. 26.— Cattle— Steadv
Barrett of Cincinnati.Barrett will to 15c higher; good to choice, $0.25®
The crop of turkeys, It is estimated,
play center field.
7; poor to medium, $3.75@5.80; Stock- will be fully 15 per cent short of last
GENERAL REFAIK SHOP.
Secretary of Agriculture Wilson will ers and feeders, $2@4. Hogs— 10® 20c year, or about 85 per ceut of a full
Any person desiring any work done deliver addressesat Chicago at the higher; mixed and butchers. $5.85® 6;
such as repairingsewing machines, live stock expositionon Dec. 2 and the good to choice heavy, $5.70® 6.05; crop. Last year was considered about
locks, guns, umbrellas, or small ma* following day before the National Live rough heavy, $5.40®5.60; light, $4.85® a full crop. The crop is about the
same as during the year 1899, possichlneryof any kind, call at John F. Stock association.
5.70; hulk of sales, $5.60®5.85.
Zalsman.in the building formerly ocbly a little larger. Reports in nearly
The military government estabEAST BUFFALO.
cupied by D. DeVries, corner River lished over the native city of Tien
all instances claim the turkeys are
East Buffalo, Nov. 26.— Sheep and
and Ninth streets, Holland, Mich.
Tain continues in effect, the military lambs— Steady; top mixed, $3.15® much poorer than usual this year, and
commanders refusing to yield the col- 3.40; culls to fair, $1.25@3; handy the scarcity of feed, it is argued, will
leclioii of taxes to the Chinese.
wemers and yearlings, $2.50@3.70; bring in a large quantity of turkeys
fine line of Ladies and Gents
The battleshipIllinois left Newport lambs, 5® 10c higher; tops, $4.50® of a poorer quality than last year.
Pocket Books, Purses and Chatelaine News Wednesday for New Orleans, 4.60; culls to good, $3.5Q®4.45; Can- Christmasturkeys are likely to bring
Bags, a nice variety In all the new where the navy department has sent ada lambs, 11.50®4.«P.
good prices.
S. A. Martin.

Dyspepsia Cure

Anything that needs painting?

In quantities

French chamber of deputies
Washington, Nov. 26.— It is pretty
IllustratedPamphlets and Price yesterday, by a vote of 295 to 240, well understood here that there is to
adopted the sum of 265,000,000francs
lists of Lands and Farms in Ken- for the Chinese indemnityloan, reject- be no bombardment of Colon by either
side. While Commander McCrea was
tucky, Tennessee,Alabama, Mis- ing the smaller sums proposed by the given wide discretionary power and
anti-clericals.
nothing was said to him about stopsissippi and Florida.
Ix>rd Kitchener and Sir Gordon
ping the bombardment directly, neverSprigg, prime minister of the Cape
theless the state department estabcolony, have reached an agreement
lished a precedent in these matters
under the terms of which the Cape collast year, when it instructed Mr. Gudony resumes the control of the coloni- ger to warn some insurgents at Panal troops in the 29 districts.
ama that tuey would not oe allowed to
Another big batch of publications bombard that port, if the government

Kodol

FLA-INT!

press somewhat resemblingan ordinary cheese press and convertedinto
The bricks are shipped

Holland.

We

also have

everything that can be painted.

White lead, Oils, Turpentine,Putty, Brushes und

other supplies used by amateur and professional painters.

Our Record.

We have bandied Heath & Milligan’sBest Prepared Paints for 23
YEARS and not a complaint. It wears longest, covers most, looks
best. Come and get our estimate; it may pay you— und you may be
sure that we will do all in our power to treat you right.

A.

DE KRUIF
ZEELAND, MICH.

Union Lock Poultry Fence.

Where to Locate?

LOUIVSILLE

*

& NASHVILLE

------ RAILROAD.

V

EsUskd July i*.

ib»s

•nd Ai"11

•*. i8**-

Stronger and closer spacing than any other make.
Our Union Lock Hog, Field and Cattle Fence, Union Lawn
Fence Gates, etc., guaranteed first class.
Your dealer should handle this line— if not, write us for
prices. Catalogue free.

UNION FENCE

CO..

DE KALB.

ILL., U. S. A.

-BARGAINS
---

—IX—

GENERAL

.

*

ALSO

Pianos,
Delivered at Your
- - -

Home

TRIAL, FREE!

20 other kiods .......$15.00 up to $55.00
Every machine guaranteed ten years. The No 19
New Hony; lias a double toed; a scientific treadle
motion tnat will not make your back ache; steel
bearing;automatic tension. Nothing like it; no
other kind just as good. Costs no more than an
old-fashionedmachine. It is the greatest wonder
of the age. See the No. 18 New Home before you
bay any other. Dakuain List Fkeu.

A. H.

Organs

- - -

AND ALL

!

Musical Merchandise.

MEYER

KIVKIt 8TBKKT, HOLLAND.

The Ottawa County Times from

A

styles.

»

now

until Jan. 1,

1903

for $1.00.

(omcuM
Cow mum! GmumII*
M. a.

lumiio.

The Beer Oaleael Sleeted to PartUaivat la

ybliaNr.

Holland, Mich., Xov. 0,1901

The common councilmet porwaot

la Parts.

M
OfPICi,

HoUtad, Mtehlgtl.

WAYtMLY BLOCK, EIGHTH

T CMtf lataertptkui,ll .80

p^r

jMr, or

ST.

II

por

jrMrI(p«ld In advaoct.

ASmtMatlotMBod#known on

Application

WT

Intorod at the poat oSco at Holland,
(or tranaalaalon tk roach the mails iu
ll elm maltor.

Mm.

i—

NOVEMBER 29, 1901.

to call

Irnuedby ibe Mayor, and waf ealM to order by
Paris, NOv. 28.— The electionof Col. the Mayor.
Arthur Lynch to represent Galway in
Pretenti-MayorHnuae, AMs. Vfta den Tak,

the British house of commons

Kole, VanZanten,Geerllnt*, Bahama mi, Van

is at-

and Weathoek and tbeGity (Hark.

I'utten

tracting considerable attention here,

The reading of minutes and malar order of
where the colonel is living. The news- bunlnew was impended.
papers publish his portrait as a Boer
The clerk preunted the following:
Holland, Mich., Mo^. 0. 1901.
colonel. Colonel Lynch informedthe
correspondentof the Associated Press To the Honorable Common Council of the City
of Holland.
today that he does not expect to be moGentlemen:—
lested when he goes to England at the
Funuaut to Sec. 3, Title B of tbt City Charter
opening of parliament.He thinks his herewith return Ordinance No. 90k relative to
election is significant, as showing that Electric Railway franchlae, without approval,
for the reason that I consider the right to haul
the Irish party is united, and be has
freightthrough Eighth street during the day
1

1

REASON TO PEAR

WHY SMALLPOX RAVAGES ARE PROPH- reason to believe Ireland on the eve of
ESIED FOR WINTER.
obtaining a satisfactory home-rule

Take nothing for granted.
Did you ever hear of a merchant who didn’t have the best goods that ever

was?
Come

in, just to get

Give us a

City.

Respectfullyrabmltted.
Wn. Bataan, Mayor.

Start Mas Boon Mad*- More Cbm* R«-

Regarding South Africa, Colonel
aorted Than Thla Tim* Last Year.
Lynch
said be had received informaFlfar** Given Cat by th* State Board

trial

acquainted.

order. Put

the goods to the severest test. See

appeared and took hla teat.
The committee on ways and maaaa reported
Aid. Kiel* here

CHICAGO MEETING.

are just as good at the price as ours, don’t forget that we have already
proven what we say.

We Guarantee Everything we

Sell.

Chapter 95 of Howell'* Annotated Statute*of

the State of Michigan, aa amended, and to It*
Boer Sympathiser*will Hold Gathering In xucceMoraand aMlgtit, to which corporation
ence of health officers in Ann Arbor,
Handel Hall.
when *o organized,the said grantee shall assign
seems to be well supported by material
this ordinance,the right to conatruot,maintain
Chicago, Nov. 23.— Boer sympathi- and operate street railway* on certain aireet*.

CLOTHING—
....................$4.00 upwards

evidence. Although the temperature
zers will hold an indignation meeting avenue* and public placet In the city of Holland
this fall has been warmer and consetomorrow evening in Handel hall to de- and on such other atreuta, avenues and public
quently less conducive to smallpox, the
places In said city as may be hereafterdesignatnounce and protest against the reconepidemic seems to have made a much
ed." approved May 5, A. I). 1897,at amotuled by
centrado camps of the British in South an ordinancepained January 4, A. D. 1898 and
greater start than it had at this time
Africa. A publishedcircular calling approvedJanuary 5. A. D. 1098; and aa further
last year.
the meeting includes a diagram pur- amended by an ordinancepaaaed May S7. A. D.
Nov. 17, 1900, smallpox had been re1898 and approved May 0, A. D. IBM; and a*
porting to show the overwhelmingodds
ported to the state health department
furtheramended by an ordinance passed Octoagainst which the Boers are fighting ber 4, A. I). 1898 and approvedpctobarS. A. D,
from 21 places, an increase of four localand the unexampled mortality of child- 1898: and a* further amended by an ordinance
ities over the week previous, whereas
passed March 28. A. I). 1900 and approved March
ren in the camps.
for the present week it is reported from

Men’s Suits

58 localities
week.

Boys’ Reefers at .................. 1.50 upwards

last

Koglaud'eGloomy Outlook.

May

1).

The State Board of Health
one cause of the rapid spread the
fact that smallpox is often called “Cuban itch,” which local authoritiesdid
not treat as dangerous, but in every

case Investigatedby th" state inspector

“Cuban itch” has been smallpoxand

English people that he

may have

ing to 81,000,000,000.Five years ago
the average English yearly budget was

Michigan has experiencedterrible the south African war.
malignant Not only must the British taxpayers
type, for in 1872, deaths due to the epiface a condition amounting to a serious
demic numbered .'100. For each of the financial crisis, but they are preparing
years 1877 and 1882 there were about
for what many consider still more seri100 deaths. The State Board of Health
ous-compulsorymilitary service. The
results from smallpox of the

......... 1.50 upwards

at

Men’s Overcoats at ................ 5.00 upwards
at ....................... 4.00

B..ys' Overcoats

upwards

it* title, referred to

the committee of

whole, and placed on the general order of
the day.

SHOES--

the

$1.00 to $5.00
Ladies’ Shoes ................ 1.00 to 3.75
Boys’ Shoes ...................85 to 2.50
Misses’ Shoes .................75 to 2.00
Children’s Shoes ............. .25 to 1.00
Men’s Shoes ........ .........

GENERAL ORDER OF THE DAT.
On motion of Aid. tieellnga—
difference The common council went Into tbecommittce,

represents the stupendouscost of im-

............. 1.10 upwards

at

Children’s3-piece Suits

of the

whole on the general order.

Whereu|>on the Mayor calledAid. Habermann
perialism in its various forms, chiefly
to the chair.

nothing else.

......... 3.50 upwards

28,

to time by

provide a budget for next year amount-

less than 8500,000,000. The

Boys’ 2-piece Suits

at

1900 and a*

A. I). 1900, with the rooommendatlon
Sir Michael Hicks-Beach. the British
that the same "do pass."
ascribes chancellor of the exchequer, tells the
The ordinance was read a first and second

as

at

Boys’ Long Pants Suits

furtheramended by an ordinance passed May 24, A. 1). 1900 and approved

29, A.

20 more than for

they

wear and the next time you hear one of the other fellows say that his goods

state board of health before the confer-

or

how

-Filed.

of Health— Many Cases Have Been Di- tion which convinced him that the war for Introductionan ordinance entitledAn ordiagnosed Incorrectly.
would end within three months by a nance to amend Sections one. two, four. nine,
settlement securing to the Boers auton- eleven and twelve of an ordlnanca entitle'!"An
Laming, Not. 28.— The anticipation
Ordinancegranting to Charles M. Humphrey
omy on the Australian model.
of the greatest smallpoxepidemic this
and to hi* ensign* and to a corporation hereafwinter that Michigan has ever known,
ter to be organlied under the provision* of

expressedby President Wells of the

We’ve Said!

time to be detrimental to tha intanata of the

measure.

BM

Word

Don’t Believe a

After some time spent therein the committee
and through their chairmanreported that
they had bad under considerationan ordinance

arose

to amend Sections one, two, four, nine, eleven
ami twelve of an ordinance entitled.“An ordinance granting to Charles M. Humphrey and to
bis assigns,

We

sell

Furnishing Goods,
Get

and to a corporation heraafturto be

too, but that’s another story.
in

touch with our methods of doing business.

stoutly adheres to the efficacy of vacci-

budget necessities will bring increased organized under the provisionsof Chapter 95 of
nationand believes that many lives hardships to the poor and middle clas- Howell's Annotated Statutes of the State of
Michigan, ns amended, and to its aucctsaorsand
have been saved by the reason of its
ses, raisingthe prices of the necessities assigns, to which corporation when so organrecommendations.
of life, but military conscription is an zed. the said granteeshull assign this ordiOn account of the effectivehealth even greater threatened danger when nance. the right to construct,malntaluandopeservices, state and local, do per cent of
rate street railways on certain street*, avenues
we consider its effect upon the temper
mid public places In the city of Holland and < n
the M2 outbreaks of smallpox in Michiof the restlessproletariat. Taxes are such other streets,avenues and public places in
gan since Jan. 1 have been restricted to
graduated burdens and even largelyin- said city, ns may be hereafter designated,"ap
oie household.
creased taxes may be made sufficiently proved May 5, A. 1). 1897, as amended by an ordinance prscod January 4, A. 1). 1898 and approved
indirect to modify the repugnance of
One Door East of Y. M. C. A. Building. 27
ST.,
January 5. a. D. 1898; and as further amended
the average taxpayer. Conscription, by an ordinance passed October 4, A. D. 1898 and
on the other hand, strikes a body blow approved October n, A. D. 1898; and aa further
MISDOINGS OF THE HUSBAND (
amended by an ordinance iwssedMarch 28, A. D.
at personal liberty.
HOLLAND’S QUEEN.
No government in a semidemocraey 19UU and approvedMarch 29, A. D. 1900 and aa
Reliableand Gentle.
further amendeilby an ordinance paroad May
LOCAL JIARKETS.
BRAIN-FOOD NONSENSE.
like England would seriouslyadvocate 24. A. 1>. 1900: and approved May 0, A. if. 1900;
“A
pill’s a pill,” says tbe saw. But
Kan Away HerauM Ilia Wife Would Not
Another ridiculousfood fad has beeo
military conscription unless impelled that they had made sundry amendments thereto, there are pills aod pills. You wants
Prices Pnld to Farmer*.
Pay HI* Debt*- Doe* Not Call on
branded by tbe most competentauthorpill which is certain, thorough and
to do so by the most desperate straits. and recommendedits passage.
PRODUCE.
III* Sick Bride.
ities. They have dispelled the silly
Report adopted and ordinance placed on order gentle. Mustn’t gripe. DeWitt’s Little Butter, per lb .................................. 20
Thus we have an inkling of what the
Early Risers fill the bill. Pure vege- EgK*. per do* ..... ........................... 20 notion that one kind of food is needed
New York. Nov. 25.— In connection south African war of subjugation has of Third Reading of Hills.
Dried Apples, per lb .......................5.(5
table. Do not force but assist the bow- Potatoes,per bu .......................... 70 for brain, another for muscles, and still
TUIRU READINO OK BILLS.
with Queen Wilhelmina’sillness the
really cost Great Britain, both as to efels to act. Strengthenand invigorate. Henna, hand picked,perbu .............. 1.40 another for bones. A correct diet will
Tiic ordinancewas read a third time and
following particulars have been pubOnions .......................................
os not only nourish a particular part of
fective lighting forces and national passed,a majorityof all the aldermen elect vot- Small and easy to take. L. Kramer. \V liter A ppIt'K— l'oimI ................ l.oo
the body, but it will sustain every other
lished, says the Amsterdam correspondtreasure. Last year’s programme of ing thereforby yeas and nays as follows:
part. Yet, however good your food
GRAIN.
ent of the Journal and Advertiser:It
FINE PERFUMES
Wheat, per bu .......................... ..
may be, its nutriment is destroyed by
army reorganization,we are told, has Yeas:— Aids. Klels, Van den Tak, Kole, Van
Oats, per bu. white ......................
40
seems that before his marriage Prince
/.nnten,Gccrllngs, Habermann, Van Futtcn,
proved a monumental failure. If the Wcsthock.— 8.
A choice line of Palmer’s and of Rye ..................................... . indigestion or dyspepsia.You must
prepare for their appearance or preHenry lived for a time at a pace beyond
Wright’s line perfumes. All the latest Buckwheat per Hu .........................55
Britisharmy, shattered by actual serNays:— a
Com, perbu ...........................
5, vent their coming by taking regular
his means, and, as a consequence, fell
S. A. Martin,
Harley,per 100 .....................
........ j wi
vice in south Africa and weakened by
Adjourned.
doses of Green’s August Flower, the
cor. Eighth and River.
.. q4 50
Clover Reed, ijcj
per uu
bu.........................
.......................
into the hands of money lenders. The
Wm. O. Van Kick, City Clerk.
dissensionand incompetenceat home,
Timothy seed, per iiu. (to consumers) ....... 300 favorite medicine of the healthy mildebts he contracted in those days were
lions. A few doses aids digestion, 'stimis to be placed again upon an effective
Recollect, every purchaser at „UI
fork, etc.
FROM REFUSE OF BEETS
ulates the liver to healthy action, purito be settled after his marriage with
basis the dreaded draft must be emC. A. STEVENSON’SJEWELRY STORE, Chickens,
gife live, per
"V:.'"
fies the blood, and makes you feel buoythe rich young queen, and quite recentWILL RECEIVE TICKETS FOR THE Spring chickens live
ployed.
................. fl ant and vigorous.You can get Dr. G.
.MU-higiin ChrmlcHl Work* Will Frodnee
Turkey*
live
ly Henry made a clean breast of the
PIANO CONTEST!
G. Green’s reliable remedies at Heber
It is small wonder that under such
Alcohol and Fota*!).
Tallow, per lb.
matter to her.
per lb.
II).
Lard, per
...... ... .’.V.'.’.’..'.’..’.’.'.’..
IU Walsh's drug store, Holland, Mich.
conditionsthere is grave discussionof
Bay
City,
Mich.,
Nov.
25.— The
Are you going to build? Do you need Ueef, dressed,per lb ............... 5 to 6
Get Green’s Special Almanac.
Upon learning all the particulars
0
a change of ministries. The Salisbury Michigan Chemical works of this city, money? Call and examine our system Fork, dressed,Per lb ........................
Queen Wilhelmina declined point blank
Mutton, dressed,per lb ............... 6^ to7K
>»t«*«T* Fur Male
regime probably representsthe bulldog which is to use the refuse molasses of loaning money. The Ottawa County Veal, per lb ..............................<Jto.o7
tj pay her consort’s debts, the result
.
One 17 months old three quarters
tenacityof the English race, even un- from sugar factories, will begin opera- Building and Loan Association, 17 E. Lamb .......................................
bHngthat a very violent scene took
Eighth St.
Durham, and one ten months old full
FLOUR AND FEED.
der disaster, but there are thoughtful tions in a few days. The company has
place between them, which ended in
blooded Durham. For particularsenPnce to consumer*
leaders among the English people who forty tank cars of 7,000 gallonscapacity
Flue
Hay ..............................
...110 quire
John Schipper,
Henry rushing away to Germany and
...4 60
prophesy greater dangers and even each, which will bring the molasses
Overisel,Mich.
We have some line second hand carri- ----Flour1 ---mllsy,, .....
. ...
...........420
Wilhelmina being taken ill.
ruin for the imperial dynasty unless from the various mills of the state to ages in first-class condition, which we Ground Feed 125 per hundred, 23 00 per tou
Buy F. M. C. Coffees.
It is sai^ that only the most implorCorn Meal, uuboiied,I.22per huudred,22 Wper
there is a radical change of national tim plant here. From the molasses Al- will sell at greatly reduced prices, to ton.
ing twegrams sc ol- to •him by the
make
room
for new stock. If you want
Corn Meal, united $.20 per barrel.
*
cohol and potash will be made. It is rubber tires on your buggy, let me give Middlings,.!. 10 per hundred iXHOpertou.
queen’s mother, Queen Emma, induced
Bran 1 uo per Hundred, l8.0Jpertou
A rtiyHlclan TMttlflen.
not an experiment, as there are three you figures.
Henry to return to Holland.
Linseed Meal (1.05 per huudred.
Takken & De Kruiter,
“I
have
taken
Kodol
Dyspepsia
Cure
similar
institutionsin Belgium. The
The queen's mother is anxious to preHide*.
Carriage Dealers.
and have never used anything in my company will employ two shifts of fifty
Pricespaid by the Cappon & Uertsch Leather Uo
serve appearances at least. Since his
East
Eighth
street,
Holland,
Mich.
No.
1
cured
hide
...........................
84
life that did me the good that did, ”says
return to Holland Henry has not been County PhysicianGeo. W. Scroggs of men each, and will be running from six
“ 1 green hide ...............................?*§
“ 1 tallow ...............................
4ftc
once to the palace where his queen is. Hall County, Ga. “Being a physician to seven months each year. From tbe
Go
to C. A. Stevenson’s jewelry
I
have
prescribed
it
and
found
it
to
molasses the estimaM output will be
“Cyco” Bearing
As proof of the serious character of
give the best results.” If the food you 12,000 gallons of alcohol a day, and 30,- store for your Holiday goods.
the queen’s illness in spite of all reaseat remains undigested in your stomach 000 pounds of potash. The revenue to
Sweepers
suring reports to the contrary, may be it decays there and poisons the system.
be derived by the government during a
Ladies wanted to work on sofa pilmentioned the fact that the recent of- You can prevent this by dieting but campaign is placed at $1,000,000.
lows. Materials furnished. Steady
ficial Gazette did not contain a single that means starvation. Kodol Dyspepwork guaranteed, experienceunnecessia Cure digests what you eat. You
Astounding Discovery.
sary. Send stamped envelope to Miss
command, which is an unprecedentedneed suffer from neither dyspepsia nor
Rates to
state of things.
From Coopei'Bville,Mich.,
comes word Cummings, Needlework Dept., Ideal
starvation. The worst eases quickly
Co., Chicago.
cured. Never fails. L. Kramer. of a wonderfuldiscovery of a pleasant
tasting liquid that when used before reDEATHS KEPT BACK.
tiring by any one troubled with a bad
Call for F. M. C. Coffees.
FINE POCKETBOOKS.
cough always ensures a good night’s
Currenpiiuilent Nay* KngllNh Government
Points on the
A good neat pocketbookwould make rest. “It will soon cure the cough too,”
Hid ,800 MortallUe*.
HORSES FOR SALE.
writes Mrs. S. Himelburger,"for three
a handsome Christmaspresent. Call in
New York, Nov. 25.— According to and see my line line of pocketbooks, generations our family have used Dr. I have 9 good horses for sale. All
King’s New Discovery for Consumption good and true. If you want a good
S. A. Martin,
the Tribune’s London correspondent purses,
and never found it’s equal for Coughs work horse call on me.
corner Eighth and River.
And All Inland
the Daily News endeavors to show that
and Colds.” It’s an unrivaled life-saver
John Meeuwsen,
when used for desperate lung diseases.
the government's monthly returns
New Holland, Mich.
Southern Winter Resorts,
Guaranteedbottles 50c and $1.00 at H.
which purpose to give an accurate recWalsh, Holland, and Van Bree & Son,
ord of deaths in South Alrican camps,
An well as ixiliits In
FINE POCKETBOOKS.
VIA THE
Zeeland. Trial bottles 10 cts.
are untrustworthy.
A good neat pocketbook would make
EAT SAN JOSE SCALE.
Texas and California,
An examination of the blue book has,
a handsome Christmas present. Call in
and
see
my
fine line of pocketbooks,
it is said, resulted in the disclosure
LIVE STOCK EXPOSITION,
VIA
Cliluene Hectic* Will he Supplied to purses,
S. A. Martin,
that the deaths not accountedfor in
CHICAGO.
Fruit Grower*.
corner Eighth and River.
three monthly returns,which it is posFor the second International Live
Washington,Nov. 25.— After a search
sible to compare with the tables in the
Stock Exposition, to be held in Chicago. extending through China and Japan
Recollect, every purchaserat C. A.
because they
blue book, amount to 1,500.
November 30th to December 7th, 1901,
Stevenson’s jewelry store, will receive
the
agricultural
department
has
sethe Pere Marquettewill sell excursion
tickets for the piano contest!
Last Longer,
Continuing until APRIL 30, 1902, ticket* will
That ThroblihiKHeadache
tickets at a rate of one fare plus $2.00 cured specimens of the Chinese beetle,
bo on Kale from all points on the '• Big Four
Sweep Cleaner and
Would quickly leave you, if you used for the round trip. Tickets on sale De- which eats the San Jose scale, the pest
Rubber Tire*.
Route," good for return paHiiageuntil MAY 31,
Dr. King’s New Life Pills. Thousands cember 2nd, 3rd and 4th, good returning of the fruit-growers in all parts of the
1902.
Run Easier
Any who want rubber tired wheels on
of sufferers have proved their matchless up to and including December 8th.
country and especially on the Pacific their buggies, can get them at a very
Take
Advantage
of
the
Low
Kates
45-40
merit for Sick and Nervous Headaches.
Thin any other nuke,
I

A NAUGHTY

NOTIER & CO.
WEST EIGHTH

BOY!

HOLLAND.

I

odors.

.

.

,

.

.

..

'policy.

Carriage*.

_

A

‘‘

of
43*45

....

fiissolis

Winter Tourist

Cuba, Florida,

1

Gulf Coast

etc.

EXCURSIONS

Pere Marquette

etc.

BIG FOUB ROUTE.

They make pure blood and

build up

_

coast.

BiuIIIi'm llrouvhlal Tablet*
your health. Only 25 cents. Money
C. L. Marlette, an agent of the deback if not cured. Sold by H. Walsh,
May bo employed for the alleviation partment, is returning from China with
Holland, and Van Bree & Son, Zeeland, of Bronchitis,Coughs. Colds and like
specimens of both sexes of the beetle.
Druggists.
maladies of the Throat aod Lungs. 30
It will be propagated here and beetles
tablets10 cents.
Go to C. A. Stevenson’s jewelry store
Chas. D. Smith, Druggist,
will bo sent out to fruit-growers all
for your Holiday goods.
205 River St., Holland, Mich. over the country.

and Long Return Limit.

reasonable price and in a short time.
Call and see us.

Takken & De Kruiter,
Buggy Dealers.
East Eighth street, Holland, Mich.

For full Information ami particular*us to
rates, tickets, limits, etc., call on agents "Big

W P DEPPE

WARREN

J.

LYNCH,

Gen. Pass,

Drink F. M.

C. Coffees.

Bissell Carpet

Four” Route, or address tbe undersigned.

E.

li. A.

'

'

A«Kt. G. P.

.V

Tkt. Agt.
Cincinnati.O.

.v

KELLUM, Anderson,lud.

T.

A.

Sweeper Company,
Grand Rapids, Mich*

—
ADDITIONALLOCAL.

CORRESPONDENCE.

BROWN LEGHORNS.

BEAL ESTA1E TRANSFERS.

The coal and wood dealers are comOTTAWA COUSTT.
A nrvrdi-r of flip Blnglp Comb Yart.
plaining,and it seems with just reason,
Mflv.ntl iDtter. werr rrrttiv.rifrom corJan II Spitsbergento Christiaan Do
Ply SIiikk TIipIp I’rnlNPH.
r..|ioiHlcina too iMte for ItmortliiK thl* that they can not get service from the
The .single comb Brown Leghorns Jonge, ej et H sei section 13, township
week.
Pore Marquetterailroad for delivering
of Holland, £>00.
have earned tin* right to he classed
coal and wood here. Fuel is very scarce among the host utility fowls since they
Oliver J Gleason and wife to AdelDITCH EL.
bert F Pnrkhurst,swl swi section 13,
In the city.
have
attained sulliclcnt size to make
Mrs. P. K loonier whh the guest of Mr.
township of Crockery, $1500.
Supt. M. J. Kinch, of the electric them valuable as a market and table
and Mrs. C. Van Duino lust week FriHenry O Brown and wife to Martin
fowl. This quality, combined with
H Brown. wA w| sei section 17, townrailway, returned Tuesday from Kingsday.
their great abilityas layers and tliclr
ship of Allendale, $900.
Horn to Mr. and Mrs. C. Keizer last ton, N. V., where he bought a large ro- beauty, places them In the front rank
Zeeland Brick Co, to Joy E Heck and
tary snow plow for use this winter. It ns favorites of the fanner ns well as
week a son.
wife, cA lot 3, block 2, village of Zeewill have power facilities of 300 horse of the fancier. They have been conland, $1765.
Mrs. J. Klooster visited her folks Mr.
capacity.
sidereda nonsittlngvariety, but that Is
Jan Boone and wife to Herbert Van
and Mrs. Seihus last week Sunday.
not a fact. In an experience extending Eenenaam, part lots 3 and 4, block I,
Last week a meeting whs held at AlMiss Mary Ter Huar is visiting relaover twenty years I have found them Kcppel’s addition,Zeeland. $10**0
legan by the anti-liquortrallic element
to make cxcclAnit sitters and mothers.
tives in Zeeland,Holland and GraafLarissa Orchardson to Frederick
to organize and prepare for the spring
Pullets hutched In May or June or Walker, part w35 wi swi section 13,
schap at present.
campaign. Among the vice presidents even so late as July will begin laying township of Spring Lake, $100.
are Henry Brinkman of Lakelown. by November or December, and they
OVERISEL.
Dorman Cooper et al, to John GeerAaronHeasIy of Salem, Herman Brower need not be affected by cold weather, lings, swi section 14, townshioof JamesThe only child of G. J. Fynewever
of Heath and David Montcithof Mar- but should continue to lay throughout town, $8000.
died last week Friday. The funeral octhe season. Those hatched in FebruWilliam Horst and wife to Detroit
tin.
curred last Tuesday from the home and
ary or March will begin to lay In the Construction Co, 2 rods o and 2 rods s
Tuesday Superintendent of Construc- early fall, and when tin* change from aw corner section 23, township of Zeealso from the Christian Reformed
church and was well attended. Itev. Van tion Campbell set a force of m-arly forty warm to cold weather takes place they land, $200.
men at work tearing up Eighth street usually cease laying and perhaps molt.
Herman Oelker to Frederick Oelker,
Vests? m oiliciated.
West
of River street, for the extension Consequentlythe early hutched birds part nej section 17, township of TallSomeone stole some turkles from his
madge, $2000.
of the electric railway. Rapid work arc not as valuable for winter layers
neighbor a few days ago and tried to
FrederickOelker and wife to Herus
the
May
or
June
hatched
chicks.
was done and the track is laid as far as
dispose of them the following day. Hut
These two months seem to he the nat- man Oidker and wife, part nej section
Pine street where a freight house will
the thief was caught. He roust have
ural months for hatching, us the 17, township of Tallmadge,$2000.
>

Suffer
from bad teeth and

spoil that

^Thanksgiving dinner? Call
on us now and get your teeth
in good

Our

shape

for that dinner.

prices are extremely

mod-

W

erate.

We Guarantee
PLATES

All Our

Work.

...................................................
$8.00

Silver and White Fillings ..................................

Gold Fillings, up

80

....................................
80

from

Teeth Extracted without pain ...........................
26

DEVRIES

™>Dentist

36 fast Eighth

133.

CITIZENS PHONE

i

took 28 fat ones out of a lot of 80.

Street.

Signs

be built on the north side of the street

Frederic White, si w 4 5 n« tiwj secweather is suitable for incubating the
track from Pine street to the eggs and raising the chicks, ami at tion 4, township of Polkton, $1500.
steamboat docks will he built in the that time nature providesthe vegeHarvey L White and wife to BenjaWedding bells will soon ring again
table ami animal food that is neees- min F Lillie and wife, ni w 4 5 nil nwi
spring.
on Pingreo avenue.
sary for the rapid growth of the birds. and sA w 4 5 nfl iiwj section 4, township
TIIIKU C II CKf' II SUNDAY NCIIOOI.
The usefulness of the Brown Leg- of Polkton, 4000.
John Arink, butter maker, has moved
OKMCKKN.
Henry Ticsinga and wife to A rend
horn
female as an egg producer exhis family from Pingree’s avenue to
Monday evening the annual meeting tends through a period of three or Koininissarisand wife, ci si nei section
Main street, a mile nearer to the
of the Third church Sunday school was four years without any apparent fall- 31, township of Jamestown, $950.
creamery.
AI.I.KHAS COCSTV.
held at the home of Rev. and Mrs. G. ing off, ami some birds live or six
Simon Etterbeek went out of busi- H. Dubbink. A. Visscher was re- years of age continue to lay well. I
John D Phillips and wife to Cephas
ness. He now goes out hunting some- elected superintendent, N. Prakkcn as- have n bird of that age In my yards at E Weed, 9 acres in Saugatuek, $1630.
Milton ECampany and wife to .las E
times whether for deer or for a dear wo sistant superintendent,Peter Gunst present that will lay as well as the
younger
birds,
but
ns
a
rule
three
to Nevenzel, 160 acres in section 14, Manwill see later.
treasurer,John Wiiit**r secretary,Herfour years Is their average length of lius, $1000.
Farmers are taking advantageof the man Van Ark librarian and Miss
David Scrlmger and wife to Gordon
usefulness.
fine weather. Husking corn and fall Sprietsma organist. After the meeting
It is claimed by some tlint pullets O Uatey, 40 acres in section 30, Ganges,
an enjoyable evening was spent.
plowing.
which develop large combs are hotter $1000.
Orrin E Narcross and wife to Gerald
The report of the Overiselvillage
layers than those with smaller ones.
NINTH NTRKKT CHUItUH omcKitK.
Narcross, 20 acres in section 29, Casco,
My
experience
is
that
the
chick
hatchschools for the month ending Nov. 22,
On Monday evening at the Ninth ed earliest develops first, consequently $1000.
1U01, is as follows: Grammar departFrancis J C Harwell and wife to Marstreet H. C. Reformed church annual she lays sooner mid naturally has a
ment— Number belonging 43. Those
garet Irving Brewer, 85 acres in section
meeting J. Van Apeldoorn, L. Heeuw- larger comb, but so soon as develop21, Ganges, $3500.
not absent or tardy during month are
kes, J. W. Busman, G. De Witt and A. ment takes place In the one with the
Willard A Brant and Orrin Brant to
Mamie Dangremond, Anno D. VeldRooa were re-electedas elders and I. smaller comb she will lay equally well. Clinton E Goodwin, land in section 20,
huis, Truda Nykcrk, Jennie Poclakker,
It is also claimed that certain types of
20, Casco, $2000.
Marsilje was also elected elder. Deacons
Henj. Michmershulzen,.Sara Albers.
females will lay better than other
Chas Thew and wife to Alfred B Taywill be elected next Monday evening.
types. I cannot see any differencein lor, lot in Saugatuek, $1500.
Josie Donia, Jennie Immink, Justin
the laying qualities of the stout, short
Schipper,Julia G. Nevenzel,Jennie
Abraham Carter and wife to Henry
PERSONAL.
hen and the more rangy one. The con- C Barden, 30 acres in section8, Casco,
Fokkert, Annie Dangremond, Maria H.
Henry Lugers of Lukctown was here dition of the stock Is the main factor, $2100.
Immink, Richard Vandenberg, Agnes
and In Zeeland on business Monday.
because unless In prime condition you
Charles A Russell and wife to Frank
M. Voorhorst,Pearl F. Langeland,
Wm.
Teravest the stock buyer was in certainly cannot get the best results .1 Kyle and wife, land in section 16,
Alida S. Van Vessera, Muriel L. Fortherefrom.
Ganges, $500.
Grand Rapids Monday.
tuln, Jerry Albers.— G. A. Pride, Prin.
The single comb Brown Leghorns
Primary department— No. enrolled Jacob Welling of Grand Rapidscalled have taken their place among the genbeen a good judge of a turky bocau-o he

The

___ ___

HOLLAND.

of...

Thanksgiving
Are reminders that you should
prepare yourself

to feel

thank-

ful by ordering some of our
excellent flour.
L
CO*VKiG*t
a*'-'

WALSH-DE ROO MILLING

CO.

Blankets - 25c
AND

UP.

79c

Ladies’ fleece-lined Wrappers,

A
Fascinators,Circular Shawls, Square Shawls,
Golf Gloves, Shetland Floss in black,
white, blue, green, yellow, lilac,
pink and cardinal.

Knit Skirts, 29 cents and up.

G.

VAN PUTTEN.

wj^SLEar Corn, ow

or

WALSH-DE EOO MILLING-

New.

CO.

41. Those not absent or

tardy are on friends here Saturday.

Henry DeVries, Henry Welters,Cbas.
D. Velhuis, Francis K Voorhorst,Jas.
E. HolT nan, Gerrie J. Nevenzel, Sophia
J. Van Vessem, Ruth E. Van den Borg,
Anna Michmershuizen,Frank Immink,
Harry D. Michmershuizen, Herman
Wolters, Johnny Hartgerink, Edith A.
Dangremond, Hattie Achterest, Julia
Schipper, Annie Driesenga,Stanley
Albers, Joseph DeVries, Ray Maatman,
Hattie Ozinga, Ruth Veldhuis,Fenna
Van Vessem, Lizzie Hartgerink, Jennie
Ozinga, Julia Boers, Estella Schipper,
Herman Kortering, Johnny Brinkhuis,

POSITIVE PROOF

produce
more eggs of larger size than the Asiatics and most other breeds and belast spring returned here Saturday.He

Tom

eral utility fowls because they

Balgooyun who went to Montana

cause they begin laying sooner, do not Should convince the greatest
consume so much time in sitting, are
skeptic in Holland.
Peter Hrusse of Grand Haven was hardy, easily raised,do a lot of hushere Monday.
tling and consequently ean be raised
Because it's evidence in Holland. It’s
at much less expense.- William F. from a citizen, perhaps from a neighMiss Lilia Thurber entertained Miss
Brace in Reliable Poultry Journal.
bor. Investigationwill confirm it.
Yerkes. principal of the Akely Insti-

will probably return next spring.

tute of

,

Grand Haven, this wees.

Feeding Brnn.

Mrs. F. Andree, of 243 West Twelfth

street, says: “For a year or more I
Bran is excellentfor poultry,and one
business Wednesday.
point In favor of bran Is that It con- had a constant aching pain through my
tains a much larger proportion of lime loins in the side and also a soreness of
Dr. H. Bos of Fillmore was hereon
than any other cheap food derived the stomach. I could hardly stoop to
professionalbusiness Wednesday.
from grain, and, as the shells of eggs lift anythingwithout suffering severeRichard and Hoyt Post were home are composed of lime, it Is essential ly. I did not rest comfortably at night
Hazel Fortuin, Mablo Voorhorst, Gil- from Ann Arbor for Thanksgiving.
that food rich in Him* lie provided. It
and became so lame and sore from lying
bert Immink, Dora Achterest,Edwin
John Nies who is instructor at the may he urged that the use of oyster in one position that in the morning I
shells will provide lime, but it will be
Bosmun.-HcnriottaPoelakker, Teacher.
Lewis Institute at Chicago, is home for
found that It Is the lime In the food arose feeling tired and unrefreshed.I
tho week.
that is most serviceable because it is was bothered a great deal with headTwo Dollim Ter CapIlH.
In a form that can be better digested ache, spells of dizziness, and the kidney
The semi annual apportionment of Drink F. M. C. Coffees.
ami assimilated than carbonate of ,ecretionsbecame affected, were irreguthe primary school interest fund has
lime.
frTue Mlelglis.
lar, too frequent and unnatural. I docbeen made by the state superintendent
Clover is also rich in lime, ami when tored a great deal and took many kinds
I have a line slock of new Portland
of public instruction. The rate per
cuttersand two seated cutters at very a mess of cut clover and bran is given of medicines, but without getting betcapita this year is $2, the largestin the reasonable prices. Give me a call.
the fowls they will need no oyster
ter. 1 believe 1 would still be suffering
shells or other mineral matter. Do not
history of the fund. Allegan county
11. Takkkn,
forget that in summer, however, all if I hud not heard about Doan’s Kidney
East Eighth St.
schools are entitled to $23,(i3<), divided
kinds of foods should lie used with Pills and procured them from J.O.Doesaccordingto the following table. The
Judgment.
If the hens have a free burg's drug store. I felt better after
CANADIAN HOLIDAYS.
number of children in the school census
range, give no food at all as long as taking a few doses and continued their
and tile number includedin the apjtorPore Marquette agents will sell on they are laying, but If they begin to
use until cured."
tionment is the tame in each township December 12, 13, 14 and If* to nearly all fall off let bran lie the leading ingreFor sale by all dealers.Price 50c.
stations in Canada on the Canadian Paexcept Otsego, where there is a diffedient of the foods allowed.In winter
cific, Grand Trunk, Michigan Central
Fostcr-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y. Sole
rence of eleven.
and Wabash Railways at one way tare the bran and clover are even more esagents for the U. S. Remember the
for round trip,— all tickets good to re- sential, as the fowls cannot tnen secure
ap|*t>rtioiicd.
apportionment.
green food on the* range.- Poultry name, Doan’s and take no substitute.
turn until January 4, 1902, inclusive.
Allegan .... ..... 916
$ 1,832 00
Kor Sale- et J. O. DoehljurK'sJinn; store.
Ask
agents for full particulars,as
1,164 00
Casco ...... ..... 582
these tickets will not be sold at certain
878 00
Cheshire
. ..... 439
furrluK* I’nliitrr.
H. F. MOELLER,
FcrdliiK Ground Bone.
494 00
Clyde ...... ..... 247
40
G. P. A.
Mr.
L.
wants
to
know
whether
to
Wo have a first class carriage painter
;...f*20-»• •
4,240 00
Dorr
feed ground cut bone In the mash or in our shop and ask you to give us a
1,440 00
Fillmore... ..... 720
HELP WANTED.
separately, how often, how much to call when you want your buggy or car..... 486
972 00
Ganges
riage painted.
1,262 00
Gunplain ... ..... 631
Hands wanted at once to husk corn. 100 hens, whether It can be fed to
Takkkn A: Dk Kruitkr,
596 00 Pav by the basket.
Heath ...... ..... 298
growing chicks. These questions have
Buggy and Carriage Dealer,
1,036 00
Hopkins.... ..... 518
Geo. Harrington, all been answered several times withEast Eighth St.
805 00
Laketown-.. ..... 401
One and a half miles south of Holland in a year, but there are always many
744
00
Lee ........
dejiot.
new subscribersfor whom Information
748 00
Leighton .. ..... 374
> t j j.f J yy ||
must 1m* repeated. Green cut bone can
1,152 00
Manlius .... ..... 570
WaafclBff aad Working Batter.
be
given
cither
In
the
mash
or
sepa574 00
Martin ..... ..... 287
After drawing off the buttermilk
800 00 wash twice or until the wash water rately, but I prefer to feed It separateMonterey.. ..... 400
ly and as a separate meal or a “bite"
1,640 00
Otsego ..... ..... 820
runs off dear. Then work In salt to suit
1,324 00
lietween meals. When liens arc getOverisel......... 662
the taste of your trade and set away
1,194 00
ting It regularly,they may safely be
1,120 00 for three or four hours, then rework fed all they will eat of it. The quan..... 560
Saugatuek
and
(tack
or
stamp.
The
Interval
be754 00
Trowbridge ..... 377
at
tity will vary with the composition of
232 00 tween Halting and stamping allows
Valley ..... ..... 110
the other food. The usual estimate Is
652 00 the salt thoroughlyto permeate the
Watson....
two ounces of bone per lien per week.
984 00 whole mass, and the second working
Wayland........ 492
It Is best to give It two or three times
Collections promptly atalso insures a uniform mixing of the
n
week. Green hone, If out line enough,
$
23,636
00
Totals......11,818
tended to.
salt as well as working out any excess
can be fed to growing chicks with profof water. Never work butter when It Is
it. They need meat food, and there Is
Ask for F. M. C. Coffees.
warm enough to be salvy. There are
certainlynone better.— Farm Poultry.
14
ST.,
two watchwords for the butter maker.
SOFT COAL FOR HOGS.
They are cleanliness and uniformity
Corn For Fowls.
HOLLAND.
A prominent writer in the Swine and are worth remembering If you are
D. A. Mount In Bural New Yorker
looking
for
trade
and
reputation.
t'itlr.i’iinriioiii*
<IH :t rliiKM.
Breeders’ Journal says feeding soft coal
says ho thinks corn part of the time
to bogs is an almost positive preventive
is a good grain for fowls, even If they
How Mach Batter?
* i * « $ ( *
of swine disease. He feeds them about
do get u little fat on it. He further
One hundred pounds of milk testing
all they will eat of it in addition to
says: "An excellent feed for Light
5 per cent of butter fat would, of
Brahmas part of the time Is wheat in ft. A/-J. A A J. J. J- * A t. f A A.* A J. > ).
their regular rations.
course, contain Just live pounds of fat.
the straw; they will hustle around to
Good butter contains only 80 per cent
Y.
A fine assortment of up to date fat, the balance being moisture, some get the grain and lay right along.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
games, Parlor Basket Ball, Foot Bali,
Another breed I find takes on fat readcasein,etc. One hundred pounds of 5
Specialattentiongiven to collections.
Carroms,Crokonole,Crown Combinaily is the Plymouth Rock, while White
per cent milk will thereforemake more
tion Boards on which 45 games may be
Office. Van der Veen Ulock.
than five pounds of butter. The rule Wyandottes will keep In good condition
S. A. Martin.
(jit. I'boue 1M, Cor. River and sth st.
and shell out eggs with a feed of lots
established in the World’s fair dairy
of corn. The Leghorns and Minorcas, OtTTTt** 2 f t ttM {"J t
test was to add to the butter fat oneTen thousand demons gnawing away fifth of Itself. Then by tills rule we with unlimited range, could be fed alat one’s vitals couldn’t be much worse
would get six pounds of butter from most wholly on corn and would do well
than the torturesof itching piles. Yet
and lay nearly all the time.”
100 itouuds of 5 per cent milk. This,
there’s u cure. Doan’s Ointment never
If you want n Rood Watch
however,
necessitatesvery close work
fails.
BrlKlntiN Not So llluh I'rlrt-d.
cheap
both in skimming and churning.— ColBelgian hares ean now lie bought at
uo to
PUBLIC AUCTION.
lin C. Lillie.
considerably less than a thousand dolOn Tuesday, Dec. 3, at 9 a. in., at the
C. A. Stevenson’sJewelry Store
Recollect, every purchaserutC. A. 1 law per pair. But that does not Infer
stock farm of John Brems, Robinson,
Holland, Mich.
.Stevenson’s jewelry store, will receive that Belgians are not profitable,
Robinson township.
tickets for the piano

Hon.

I.

Marsilje <was in Allegan on

___

.

Keeper.
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CHEAP FENCING.

winter. Mty
bo you have one now. Your child run
You’ll huve u cold this

|

'

One Minute Cough Cure never fails.
Acts promptly. It is very pleasant to
the taste and perfectlybarraleiw.C. B.
George. Winchester, Ky., writes
,
little girl was attacked with croup
LIFTING A HOG.
one night and was so hoarse she could „
. „
a few doses M#,r *• ltok« » Wlailaaa That Will
hardly speak. We gave hoi*
her a
Greatly Ll*htea, the Work.
of One Minute Cough Cure. It relieved
When butchering day comes, to most
her immediately and she went to sleep.
When she awoke next morning she had farmers a means plenty of hard work
no signs of hoarseness or croup.”
and much lifting. An American AgriL. Kramer.
culturistcorrespondent presents an il-

“Our
late

W«

hapdlv

U‘W

, _r, ^

lustrationof an apparatuswhich will
The price of "Good American Watch*
lighten this work greatly. Make It so
ee,” has advanced,but our Jeweler,
that it will be strong enough, be adStevenson, having laid in a large stock
vises, and that is all that is necessary.
before the raise, is prepared to give
The bearing of the arm of the derrick
his customersbargains.Call and get

one.

UOLLAND CITY STATU HANK. Ctplui
n
K. Vtn
Vtn
Vice

KW.OOfi. D. U.
R&alte.Prwldeut.
A.
I'utten,
President:C. Ver Schurr,
Ctsbier. General HankingHuMne**.

m.

Regular Communication* of Unity Lodos, No.
191. P. X A. M., Holland. Mich., will be held at
Maaonlc Hall, on the evening* of Wednesday,
Jan. 2, Jan. 30. Feb. 27. April 3. May 4. May 29,
June 2fl.July 31. Aug. 28. Sept. 28. Oct. 23, Nov.
20, Dec. 2»: also ou St. John * Daya-June 24
THE WINDLASS IN DETAIL.
and.Dec
I. GOLDMAN, W. M.
Otto Hritiun,
g.
nt a is arranged to allow the arm not

27.Sec'jr

only to move up and down, hut to re-

•

CAPITAL

volve round the center post In a circle.

The windlass can be attached to the
I>oHt with a stationarybearing or with
one like that used for the arm so that

$60,000.00. It also

can revolve round the iwst. The

Gor. Eighth and Market Htreeta.

diameterof post can be four Inches
ISAAC CAPPON, - G. W. Mokma, or six Inches or whatever Is thought
strong enough for the work it Is inPresident. Cashier.
tended for. The hearings of the arm
and windlass are one and a half Inches
or two inches less In diameter.Any
Holland CityState
good blacksmithcan make them, as
WITH SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
well as the other Iron fittings needed.
Corner Eighth and River Streets,
The entire cost of the derrick is very
HOLLAND, MICH.
small when compared to the work It
htMhktd 1875. tn'orfiorattd at a Stair Bank does. A scalding vat can he set where
in /Sgo.
It will be convenient.
A general banking businesstransacted.

Bank

Tools.— A pair

of wire pincers or
grubbinghoe, a rack made of

- -

$50,000

RMiNtmit Effect of Ylfforou* Growth
lu a Variety of I'lanlN.
President.
Adrian Van Putten, Vice President. In a recent visit to a large nursery I
C. Vkr SCHURE.
Cashier. saw two strikingexamples of the effect of vigorous vegetable growth in
counteracting frost, says a writer in
Uurul New Yorker. Part of a Held of
cowpeas planted ns a cover crop was
green and making some growth, while
in the other part hut few living plants
could he seen, nearly all having been
killed by a recent heavy frost. The
Lots nurseryman told me that the space
covered by green peas had been heavin Holland.
ily manured just before planting time
and that the rest of the Held had reI have for sale 2# acres of the
ceived no enrichment.
the best located building lots in
The second Illustrationwas even
D. B. K.

Van Raaltk. -

• -

SA

the city of Holland.
G. W.

pooh man’s fence.
then put on another rail, lapping about
eighteen inches, and so on until you
have put this way about ten or twelve
panels. Then go back and put ou your
brace, as shown lu Fig. 2. to keep the
fence from pushing backward and forward lengthwise.

When you have put on all of your
braces, begin at the bottom to put on
the other rails, tie with wire to the
bottom of the braces, lup the rails
eight to twelve Inches, laying bottom
rail until you are at the end of your
stakes; then come back, take the next
rail, wire to the braces,and so on until
your panel Is complete. A hundred
more marked. A large block of young pounds of wire will build from seventy
apples,two years from the graft, had to eighty-fivepanels, according to the
on one side several acres of rather size of rail.
weak growing trees. On these were
SLOP FOR PIGS.
few fresh green leaves,nearly all having been browned by frost. On the reWhat, If Any, Gain la There In Mix-

The Best Building

KOOYERS.

First State Bank Block.

mainder of the block the fees had
lair Grain Feed With Waterf
made a good summer growth and were
The Indiana station has reported
full of vigor. The foliage of these was
some data on a question which often
NOV. 3rd. 1901.
green and almost unharmed, especially
arises in pig feeding— namely, what is
Trains leave Holland us follows:
on the strong growing upper shoots. the advantage of mixing the grain feed
For Chirago and West—
In tliis case the less vigorous plants
"IQfta.m. 8 05a.m. 1242p.m. 535 p.m
with water and how thick or how thin
were on land from which trees had should slop be fed? Four lots of four
For Uraud Rapid* and North—
*5 25 a. ni. 810 a.m.
been removed hut two years previous
pigs each were used in a test which
_ 12 30 p.m. 4 22 p. in. 15 p, m.
and which had not recovered from the
For Saginaw ami
"
covered about five months. For about
depletion of fertility by tills former
__ ______ *525 a. m. 4 22 p. m.
three months all the pigs were fed
For Muskegon—
*
crop. The more fertile part had gone
cormnoal and shorts. During the re*5 35 a. ra.
through the usual nurseryman’srota- mainder of the time hominy feed re12 45 p. in.

Pere

Marquette

_

DetroitII
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m.
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50

For Allegan-8 10 h. m. sTopTm.
Freightleaves from East Y at lo 50
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•Daily.
H. V.
J.

C.
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25

p.

MOELLER, Gen.

p.
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Pass. Agt.

HOLCOMB,Agent, Holland!01'011’

Our Market
Is stocked with the finest of

MEATS.

POULTRY
and FISH.

Wm, Van

der Viera

152 East Eighth St.

Mam-iqoa.

tion of several years without trees. In

both instancesthe land waiTtlut. where
elevation or air drainagecould have
had no effect and where there were no
forests or water or changes in soil or
other apparent factorsthat could have
brought about the differencesmentioned. A number of similar examples
along the same line which have come
under my observation could he given.
I call to mind a Held of celery nt Kalamazoo In which soil fertility seemed
to offset a hard frost. In » forestry
experiment in Utah I noticed two seccesslvo seasons that the upper leaves
and shoots,which we usually speak of
as “tender tips” and which of course
are best nourished and most vigorous,
kept green after the lower leaves were
badly frostbitten. Winter killing of
grains Is most common on poor soils.
Vitality in plants varies with the fertility

OYSTERS,

what we say;

it’s

Prices.

^

what we do that makes this

store the people’s popular trading

place. And we do

give you more and better millinery for less

money than

it

possible for you to obtain elsewhere.

BERTSCH

of the soil.

Sci-d Corn For Next Sr«Hon.
As the season advancesevidence accumulates in support of our position
that seed corn will he scarce next year.

In some of the corn states there will
he more or less corn which, if husked
and carefullyhusked, will grow. Much
of the corn is late and comparatively
Immature,and the moisture must lie
removed before freezing weather arrives. But large sections will produce
no corn suitable for seed. The supply
for these must come from outside or
from last year’s crop. Look out for
your seed tliis fall, advises New England Homestead.

Corner Eighth Street and College Avenue.

THE

Ottawa

FROST AND FERTILITY.

Loans made.

It isn t

Material.— 1. The stakes should be
is
six and a half feet long, made of locust, oak, walnut or any timber that
will last. These stakes do not have to
be perfectly 'straight,as this is the
great advantage of this fence, to use
material that cannot be used anywhere
"'vagii
else except In a wood pile. 2. The
braces, which are wired to the center
OOLDEN JAP BANTAM COCK.
of top rail (FJg. 2) and extend to the
ground between the stakes, should be pect that they are merely a new varisix nud a half feet long. Blake them ety produced by a series of skillful
from anythingfrom two to three Inch- crosses In which, by the way, none but
es in diameter.They need not he put genuine Japanese Bantams were etn
In the ground, as your rails will hold ployed. Mr. Hales, having exhausted
them lu place. 3. Ralls can be used the prize winning possibilities of the
from the old fence, straightor crooked. Dorkings, and having no other worlds
When you take a rail to wire It to the to conquer in that direction, has taken
braces.If It leaves a hole let it be. You up the Golden Japs merely Itecause, as
can put a piece in the hole. You will he expresses It, “They are mighty hard
lose too much time to select every rail.
to get right.”
Building.- Set up two stakes and
Dtereaae la Dark Crop.
wire together where they cross, then
Everythingpoints to a smaller crop
dig holes for them to go Into about
of ducks. From the estimates given
four feet apart. This Is your beginIt would Ik? fair to place the crop fully
ning. Temporarilybrace these stakes
10 per cent short of last year. Last
with a brace or rail, which should be
year the crop was fully 20 per cent
ns straight and ns sound a one as you
less than the year 1808, but as the
can pick up. Now use your rack for
crop of that year was away above an
holding the end on the ground while
average crop the production this year
you dig the holes and wire the other
will not be much !>elow an average
stakes. Put the rack about two feet
crop.
Prices realized have not been
from the end of the top rail and then
giving much eucouragcmeutto farmers
set up your stakes against the top rail.
to raise ducks. They seem to have
Dig holes for them opposite the rack’s
been marketed freely on account of
feet, put the stakes In, wire together
the anticipated scarcity of feed and
where they cross under the top rail,
the short water supply.— A Few Hens.

Interest paid on certificates.

CAPITAL

At Inexpensive

W-

CITY DIRECTORY.

With Saving's Department.

fences. I. believe it la the only fence I
of that you begin to build from
the top, says a writer In the Ohio
Farmer in preface to the following
directions:

MRS. M.

37-tf

Bank

-

Fine Winter Millinery

by 3 strips feet tall (Fig. 1), to hold
your top rail, and lastly; but most Important, a bale of No. 12 black wire as
pliable as you can get

For good literature see Henry R
Brink. 172 East Fourteenth street,
near the railroad. Life of McKinley,
500 pages, illustrated, 91 50. Leven van
McKinley, (Du.cb) 75 cents, will be
ready Nov. 1st. Maps of Palestine,Old
and New Test, tl.50 Bibles, a tine
line. See my stock for librarybooks.

First State

OF

1

Literature.

A Special Showing
-

know

pliers, a

35*tf

New line of Palmer’s Perfumes just
received at Martin’s Drug Store.

r. * a.

Tam StMk nad Can Be Mad*
Moatly Pram OM Material.
A great many farina In Kentucky
and In other otutea-baverail fence*
which will not turn atock and which
give the owners a great deal of trouble
In keeping the rails on the fence and
the stakes In the ground. In our section we have solved this problem by
the Use of a littlewire and some Ingenuity. We have nude out of our old
rail fence a new fence which will turn
any kind of stock and which costs very
littlecash outlay compared with other
It Will

:

will suffer too. For coughs, croup, bron*
chitis.grip and other winter complaints

GtoliTii' JapatiesgItanlaniR.
To Mr. Henry Hales, the veteran poultry fancier of Ridgewood, N. J., Ik*longs the credit of originating this
new variety of a popular breed of bantams. Mr. Hales bus been working for
years to produce the Golden Japanese
Bantams ami has nt last succeeded,
the birds nt present In his yards being
so well marked that no one would bus-

Rhode lalaod Reda.
One of the largest Rhode Island Red
plants In New England Is the De Wolf
farm at Bristol,R. I. This plant is
under the managementof Mr. Samuel
Cushman, who for a long time was
manager of the poultry work at the
Rhode Island experiment station. Probably no name in the country Is better
known In connectionwith Rhode Island Reds than that of Mr. Cushman
He advocatedthe breed when he was
at the station and since then has been
breeding them in great numbers.
JA4. H.

County

FAKKKLL, A PROMINENT
CHICAGO MAN.

And the Oldrat Member of the llllnol*
Houae of Keprenentative$Makes
a Recommendation.

Times

James H. Farrell of Chicago is one of
the best known figuresin the Democrat
politics of that city. For years he has
been Marshal of the famous Cook County Democracy Marching Club, which
has participated in Democratic campaigns in half the states of the union,
and which went to New York especially
to assist in the electionof Mayor Van

Wyck.

FROM NOW UNTIL

Capt. Farrell is the oldest member of
the IllinoisHouse of Representatives
in point of service,having been a member continuously since 1887. His constituentshave elected him eight times.
He has been a leader in that body from
the beginning of his career and is one
of the best known figures in Illinois
politics

Capt. Farrell is 59 years of ago and
one of the best preserved men for his
years in the IllinoisLegislature, despite his arduous and constant duties in
that body. Mr. Farrell is engaged in
the
real estate business in Chicago.
placed tin* coyi. I^)t. 1. was jjlven. tljg
HmW dale of Mwrctrit, 1901, he writes
ration dry; lot 2 was fed the grain as follows:
mixed with an equal weight of water,
Springfield,HI.
while in the case of lot 3 it was mixed Pepsin Syrup Co , Monticello,111.
with twice and In the case of lot 4 Manufacturers Dr. Caldwell’s Svrup
Pepsin
three times its weight of water. In adGentlemen: I have found after a
dition to the dry grain or slop the pigs
wore supplied with all the drinking thorough trial that your Syrup Pepsin
water they desired, and the amount is a most excellent and successful remedy for Dyspepsia, Biliousnessand Sick
consumed was recorded.
Headache. It is most effective and
The daily average gains of the four pleasing in all cases of this nature, and
lots were in every case a little over it is with pleasure I recommend it to
four pounds a day. The grain reRespectfully Yours,
quired per pound of gain by the four
Jas H. Parrel.
Dr. Caldwell’sSyrup Pepsin and Herb
lots was 3.50, 3.80, 3.74 and 3.75 pounds
respectively,while the cost of fowl per Laxative Compound is guaranteedto
Pound of gain ranged from 2.87 cents cure all forms of stomach trouble,
biliousness, sick headache,indigestion
in the ease of lot 1 to 3.04 cents In the
and constipation. Not an irritant but
case of lot 2. In view of the fact that a co recti ve. Sold in 50c and 91 bottles
the pigs fed dry grain made slightly by Hober Walsh.
better gains than those fed grain mixed
FERTILIZER.
with water in form of slops it would
Farmers should now got their fertiliappear that there Is really no gain lu
feeding the pigs n slop Instead of a dry zer. I have the Northwestern and algrain, excepting as a feeder may re- so Swift’s, for corn and other crops, and
alse a specialfertilizer for sugar beets.
gard it a matter of convenience.
It can be purchased of me or from Bert
Tinholt at
!
Kewa and Nolen.

1903
FOR

.

others.

,

$1.00

Graafschap.

Celery is grown successfully from
Maine to Louisiana and westward to
the Pacific coast.

The wheat crop

of the world is not a

groat one tliis season, France and Germany being short.

A declineIn

the conditionof the late

^
Overisel, Mich.

B. J.

Albers.

Go to C. A. Stevenson’s jewelry
STORE FOR YOUR HOLIDAY GOODS.
OOOOOQQOQOQQUQOOOOOtXXXKXtOOOOOOOO00000(40000000000000000000000000000000000
Farm For

An

Nalo.

CEMENT WALKS.

farm located Haifa
cabbage crop Is reported.
mile south of the Holland depot for
A moderate hop crop of excellent sale. Contains 100 c^rrry trees, 100
quality is the general indication.
plum trees, 100 peuen trees, 3 acres
DO YOU
A CEMENT
LAID ?
The government report makes the raspberries, half an acre currants,
October average of cotton 01.4 against strawberry patch, 100 apple and pear If so, wo can do the work and do it right. Our walks will not crack ail to pieces
trees. For particulars enquire at this and be spoiled. You will save money by calling on us. We will take contracts
a mean of 70.:}.
office. __
for any amount of walk. Let us figure with you.
The buckwheat crop exceeds the av18 acre fruit

WANT

A Wrinkle In Planlinir.
A Kansas man puts In a field of soy
Fine Ilugglei.
beans on one side of his wheat and flux erage.
on the other side as a protectionfrom
Takkcn & De Kruiter the buggy
Montana blue grass Is proving a
chinch hugs. The hogs do not attack great “sand binder” along the north dealers on East Eighth street have a
lino line of rubber tired surreys and top
either of these crops, and the flax Atlantic coast.
buggies. Also a lot of second hand bugground can he plowed In August and
A small cigar leaf crop seems prob- gies in good condition at low prices.
nut in wheat again.
able.
Anyone wanting a buggy should give
us a call.

P.

WALK

i

Oosting & Sons,

Citizens

Phone No. 384.

192 West Twelfth Street, Holland.

OOOO^XXKXXXHKXHXKXKKKKKMKjtKKMXKXK)
(MX)0()mKXK)(MK)0^^o;)0(KKX)0000(X>()00000000
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STOP UP THE CRACKS.

TO FIGHT DINGLEY LAW.
Sugar Beet Manufacturers’ Meeting at

SHINGLES

LUMBER

Bay City.

Mnk« Poultry Honaca Secure Aftnlnst
Drafta and Avoid t'olda nnd Iloup.
As the weather begins to get colder,

Bay City, Mich., Nov. 26.— A meet- especiallyo’ nights, It Is increasingly
Exploding Boiler Demolishes Elec- ing of the beet sugar manufacturorsof important that the birds shall he snugMichigan,Ohio, Wisconsin and Min- ly sheltered from winds nnd storms.
trio Lighting Plant.
nesota will be held in tins city today
We do not mean that they shall be
to take steps towards formulating a
shut tight up so that no fresh air
plan of action with regard to the efwhatever can reach them, but that
forts being made to abolish the tariff
IT
WITHOUT WARNING on sugar Imposed by the Dngley law. drafts shall he shut off, for It Is to
The convention will also decide upon drafts that most of the colds of authe positionr.f the manufacturersrep- tumn and winter are due. The fannresented towards the American Beet er thinks: "Yes, it’s getting colder.
Engineer Stimm Hurt, but Not Fa*
Sugar Manufacturers’ association,and
Guess I’ll shut the henhouse door to- a
tally— Boiler House Ruined— Total also determine whether to send delenight.” But be does not recall that
gates to the convention of that organDamage Will Reach $6,7C0— Many ization to be held In Washington,D. there are several cracks in the walls
ARE
TO RECEIVE BY
Narrow Escapes.
C., Dec. 10. Th.’ call for the meeting and around the window nnd door
was issued b> tne presidents of the frames that he meant to stop tip some
One Million feet of 1-inch and 2-inch Hemlock Lumber, 2 million Cedar Shingles,
four sugar companies of this city and time, but he hasn’t found the convena large supply of Pine Lumber, Lath, etc.
Brooklyn,Mich., Nov. 2(».—The CO* officers of those at Saginaw and Car- ient time yet. Those cracks have been
rollton. The questions to be discussed growing larger. The house Is only
horse power boiler of the local electric
are not made public except In a genfour or five years old perhaps,and
light plant exploded at 3:20 yesterday eral way, as the manufacturersdo not
Also several car-loads of bone-dry
when It was built the joints were
afternoon, totallywrecking the plant. wish to give their opponents any advantage to work upon. One of the made tight, and the pernicious drafts
Engineer
Will
Stimm
miraculously
CEILING,
PIECE-STUFF,
signers of the call said more would be didn’t exist. The first Hummer's sun
Oak, Yellow Pine,
escaped. He was near the front door
AND GERMAN SIDING.
BARN BOARDS,
made public after the Washington nnd rains seasoned the boards and
and was blown Into the street. His meeting. "We are simply preparing to opened up the seams a hit In two or
Yellow
Poplar
WHITE PINE,
ROUGH SHEATHING,
bead and hack were seriously injured. offset the efforts of the enemies of the three places, hut not seriously. The
YELLOW PINE
DRESSED SHEATHING,
Stimm says the gauge was carrying beet sugar industry,” he said. "Our next summer’s sun and rains added to
AND HEMLOCK.
80 pounds of steam and the engiue adversaries are planning to have the the seasoning, and In one or two InEtc. Etc.
duty on sugar removed, and the Amerbad been running 16 minutes.
The boiler was blown sideways 100 ican association will doubtless take stances a hit of light could be seen
through n crack. And so it lias gone
feet, crushing its side and landing in measures to counteract their influOur Immense K'tail Trade Requires a Large and Complete Stock of Building Materials.
on until now there are several decided
the second story of the recently re- ence."
leaks In the walls, where the winter
modeled Masonic hall, above the opera
MANY NEW CANDIDATES.
house. The Are company prevented a
winds whistle through and make piercconflagrationwith difficulty.
ing drafts in the pen, even though
Railway Lead, Heath A Cement,
Fifteen ladies and childrenprac- Detroit K. O. T. M. Lodge Takes in window and door be tightly closed.
Doors, Screen Doors, WinCornice Lumber,
Stucco,
ticing a cantata In the opera house
dow Screens — (Wheeler’s Milligan’sBest Prepared.
Casings,
108 Persons.
Drafts of air and dampness are the
Hair.
narrowly escaped injury.Mrs. William
patent), in stock and made Pure Raw and Boiled Oils
Mouldings,
cause of most of the colds, the* dread
Detroit,
Mich.,
Nov.
25.—
One
of
the
Brick,
Etc.
Glass, Putty. Brushes, etc
Cole, who was walking on the street,
Base, Etc. to order.
was hit by a brick. She was not scri* significant events In the history of the precursor of roup, and If we will hut
ously hurt, however.
great camp of Michigan, K. O. T. M., close up those cracks so that curWE DO A GENERAL PLANING-MILL BUSINESS.
The holler crown plate crashed took place Saturday night at Bamlet rents of air are prevented we have
I through the roof of Martin’s jewelry
gone fully half way in heading off
hall, where were gathered over 1,500
Office, 230 River Street, opp. Phoenix Planing Mill,
I store. Pieces of Iron and brick were
members of the order. The primary that most troublesome and costly aildriven through nearby houses. Thu object of the assemblage was the Ini- ment. And prevention is so much easHOLLAND, MICH.
concussion broke plate glass in store
tiation of 168 candidates into Michigan ier and simpler than cure. Any one
and house windows two blocks di.dant.
who has wearily battled through a
Tent, No. 112.
The power house is a total wreck,
Maj. N. S. Boynton, the father of siege of roup will say "amen” to Hint.
i the loss being about $5,000. Leon
the order, was by all odds the central
And it Is so easy, too, to stop up
I Green, the owner, Is superintending
figure present, and beside him there
the Installation of a plant at Rending. were in attendanceSupreme Medical the cracks. With a few rents’ worth
The Masons estimate the damage to Examiner James A. Frazer, of Port of "Neponset"or ’Taroid” or "Rubetheir hall end furnishings at $1,200.
Huron. Great Camp Auditor E. J. Jef- rold” rooting material and a hammer
Other damaged property will raise the
fries, of Detroit,and members of the (the nails and tin heads come with it)
total by about $500, making the entire
executive committee of the grand tent a man can close in the walls of the
amount aggregate $6,700.
J. I). Long and J. B. Williams.
house nnd effectually shut out the winExpansion was the keynote of the ter blasts. Either of those roofing maBig Fire at the Soo.
evening, and several spiritedaddress- terials properly put on makes n poulSault Ste. Marie, Mich., Nov. 25.— es were made upon this, the vital
try house or ham or any outbuilding
Fire In the Canadian Soo, which for a question, which now confronts the orLargest Assortment. Come Ear yfor Best Selections.
time threatened the magnificent prop- der. The Michigan Maceabee was both wind and water tight, and thereerties of the allied companiesin which dealt with unsparingly,and Maj. Boyn- after the ventilationof that building
the Clergue syndicate has millions in- ton's speech was by all means the by window and door Is wholly within
vested, broke out at 6:30 o'clock last feature of the evening.
control. With the cracks stopped up
night. By prompt and heroic work of
and direct drafts prevented the fowls
the fire departments of both cities, asMillions of Fish Eggs.
can go to roost at night In comfort,
sisted by lugs and a revenue cutter,it
Northville,Mich., Nov. 25.— The and the owner will not he likely to
was brought under control after an United States fish commission here
he greeted with sneezes ami other
hour and a half of hard fighting.
has thus far this season secured 4.000,The bleaching chambers of the Can- 000 of trout eggs, and will get about symptoms of the dreaded colds when
adian Electro Chemical Co. w< re en- 8.000.000 more before the spawning he opens the door In the morning.
tirely destroyed.They were located season is over. At the Detroit station
Shutting off the direct drafts pays In
; in a frame building 250 by 150 feet,
50.000.000 white fish eggs have already another way-namely, in egg producnear the pulp mill of the Lake Superi- been taken, and when the season for tion— and is to he recommendedfor
the very best.
or Power Co. The concern manufac- white fish eggs is over the total num- that reason also. Warmth is a factor
tured bleaching powder ami caustic ber will be between 200,000,000 and
In the productionof eggs, and the shutsodas. Three new tanks, just com- 300.000.000. The vast quantities of
ting out of the chill blasts Is the first
Mills,
pleted to supply bleached liquor for white fish being taken In the Detroit
step toward securing that desired
I the sulphide mill, were also burned.
river by the government this year for
The company is independentof the propagation purposes shows the result warmth. Absence of cold is warmth.
Mills,
allied companies owned by Philadel- of the yearly plant of young fish in -A. F. Hunter In Reliable Poultry
( Harness up the wind).
phia capitalists.B. E. Rhodin. the lo- Lake Erie by the United States and Journal.
cal managing director,Is In Philadel- Michiganfish commissions.
phia, and It is not known whether or
Hard Boiled En*» For Ponlta.
Engines, Scales, Etc.
not the plant will be rebuilt. The
Defunct Bank Declares Dividends.
I notice In some of the poultry papers
most importantpart of the mill, the
Niles. Mich., Nov. 26.— The defunct n sharp criticism on feeding hard toilalkali w’orks, was saved. The loss is
All seasonable goods and sold at Lowest prices consistent
First National hank has declared an- ed eggs to turkey poults. Now, I feed
$75,000. None of the Clergue Interests
other 10 per cent dividend. When this a certain i>er cent of hard boiled eggs
with quality.
suffered loss.
is paid depositors will have received
with most excellent results. Years ago,
60 per cent of their deposits. It is
before 1 adopted my present way of '
Two
Clrlmants to Insurance.
We buy in Large Quantities, for CASH, for three stores (Zeeland, Holland and Levering),
thought that the hank will not he able
Niles, Mich., Nov. 26.— An interest- to pay over 70 per cent in all. Many feeding, I lost fully half that hatched.
and are in position to give you best values.
ing case in chancery will be com- of the stockholders have managed to Since adopting my present plan I raise
menced before Judge Coolidge here evade meeting the 100 per cent assess- 93 per cent, barring accidents. Last
today. The Modern Woodmen of ment which was levied against the year 1 had fifty or more killed on the
America have filed a bill of interplead- bank stock by the comptroller.
railroador by dogs. This year I have
er to compel Mrs. Henry Dibble and
will Sell
been fortunate enough to prevent any
Mrs. W. H. Smith, the latter the widWhole Village Quarantined.
being killed and have a large drove.
ow of the late Dr. W. H. Smith, to apIron Mountain, Mich., Nov. 25.— I have lost some, I hardly know how.
pear in court and show to which one
Station Agent Rothman, at Fleetwood,
the $3,000 Insurancecarried in that this county, lias smallpox. The town There were no sick ones. It was after
Have several second-hand articles on hand, all REBUILT and good as new, for use.
they were turned on the range, and
order
by
Dr.
Smith
shall
be
paid.
Botli
AT BARGAINS.
is quarantined and trains do not stop
Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Dibble claim the
there. All roads to the village are they just ciune up missing. As 1 turnInsurance.Dr. Smith first insured his watched to prevent people leaving. ed them out to run before the hay and
HORSES-ALL
AND SIZES.
life in favor of his wlfe*.and later, in
Communication with the villageis en- oats were cut. I think they probably
August. 1901, had the policy transgot tangled In the long grass. Only a
tirely cut off.
ferred to Mrs. Dibble. The production
few from each flock were missing.
of a family skeleton is deemed a probI think persons who condemn the hard
MICHIGAN BRIEFS.
Outfitters for
ability. *
boiled egg imagine that it is made an
The Central Paper Co. is to build a exclusivediet, when it only makes perCadet’s Pranks Result Seriously.
haps one-third of a meal twice a day,
Owosso, Mich., Nov. 26.— Calvin big sawmill at Muskegon.
The floral hall on the Plymouth fair green food one-third,oatmeal or millet
Bentley of Owosso may be disfigured
for life as a result of an experience at grounds was destroyed by fire Monday the other third. Eggs put in cold wathe orchard Lake military academy. morning.
ter and boiled a long time are very difTwo Port Huron hoys paid a fine of ferent to digest than eggs put in boilA fellow-cadetgave him some chemicals to mix In a glass. An explosion $25 to Canadian authoritiesfor trans- ing water.— Mrs. Charles Jones In Toulfollowed, and young Bentley’sface gressing the game laws.
try Keeper.
and hands werG terribly lacerated, a
George Gibson, a well-knownfarmer
piece of the shattered glass entering living at Saganing, was taken with
Good Thing* to Know.
his eye. Bentley went to Detroit to smallpoxSunday.
AVe notice in an old journal the folhave the glass removed,before notifyThe News-Reporter,of Three Riving his parents. His father, A. M. ers, founded in 1859, has been sold to lowing words:
"A few raw eggs mixed with the food
Bentley, who is president of the big a man named Rider, who will change
, screen door company here, left for Deabout once a week will check any tendit to a republican sheet.

LATH.

WENT

The Scott-Lugers Lumber Co.
ABOUT

BOAT

FLOORING

HEMLOCK

Cypress and

FINISHING LUMBER.

LIME

PAINTS

SASH

FRAMES

SCOH-LUGERS LUMBER CO.

BLANKETS, FUR ROBES, FUR COATS
and Horse

Eveiythiiig iu thi Harnees Line

Corn

Clothing.

Shellers

LANCASTER—

Feed Cutters, Grinding

Pumps and Power Wind
Gas

on Time, but “IT FAYS

We

TO BUY FOR

CASH.'

COLORS

Complete

ZEELAND

-

the Farm.

DE KRUIF

" H0LLAND

Take Notice!

PDiPS!

j

We

For jretrs this remedy has been the
standard nerve restorative.
Thousands

That we have added some

of the fin-

strengthto its use.
Sezine Pills replace weakness and
exhaustion with strength and vigor;

est rubber- tired buggies

and some

the brain becomes clear;the nerves
steady and calm; gloomy forebodings
are banished and perfect vitality is ful-

three-seated, etc., silver mounted

hand

of happy men owe their newly found

keep on

all kinds of

WOODEN

elegant and comfortable carriages,

and

be obtained. The best equipped

IRON
PUMPS,

Livery and UndeHaking establish-

Iron Pipes,

harness and stylish horses that can

restored.
you are sufferingas above, try a
box; you'll be encouraged by its effect
ly

If

ment

to take the full course of six boxes—
then if you are not entirelycured, we
will refund your money. This satis-

in the county.

Drive Well
Points,

Everything First-Class.

factory oiler is one of the factors of

Sewer Pipes and

our success.
fl.UO per box ; 6 boxes (with guarantee tocure or money back), 85.00,mailed
in plain packages.Book free. PSal
Mkmcink Co., Cleveland,Ohio.

PRICES RIGHT.

Drain Tile.
Also deal in

Sold by Hcber Walih, Druggist,Holland.

Prompt Attention.
PHONES NO.

FARM FOR SALE.

WINDMILLS.

13.

Call on the old reliable firm at No.

49

of apples ahd other fruits. House

I

and barn

is located on 25-acre tract;

10 acres

is

Will

across the road from

oflice.

-

it.

immmi

,7‘

this

Telephone No. 38.

Masons Welcomed Grand Master.
Niles, Mich., Nov. 26.— Grand Master
of Masons It. C. Barnes of Detroit was
A BARGAIN.
given an ovation here last night by
Nice “Gold Coin” hard coal stove; Harrison Lodge No. 9, F. £ A. M. Vissmall size but great heater; good as iting delegations were present from
tables rented new; full nickel trimmed; price $10.00. nearby towns. The affair wound up
Enquire at 85 East Tenth street, or at with a banquet.

& SON.

sell all or part.

For particularsenquire at

'•>

West £!ighth St., Holland.

nicely located farm of 35 acres,

near Central- Park. Fine orchard

N. B.— Chairs

and

After an expenditure of $60,000 in ency to loosenessof the bowels.”
This Is a simple remedy if it will do
dredging, St. Joseph (ins now the deepMichigan Pensioners.
est waterway and best harbor on the the work, and it is so very easy of trial,
Washington,Nov. 26.— Michigan east shore of Lake Michigan.
for it is pleasant in the mixed food and
pensions were granted Monday as follows: Increase — Wright McKibben, Village fathers of Royal Oak have always at hand for use.
We doubt very much the proprietyof
Hudson, $30; Hamilton A. Brown, put a limit of 15 miles an hour to the
speed of which Grand Trunk trains continuallygiving our fowls some kind
Bellevue, $6; Alvina Hall, Marquette,
of powders or nostrums to stimulate
$8: Peter B. Spanogle, Orleans. $12; shall pass through their town.
The Ann Arbor lits and laws had a them unnaturally. For this reason we
Norman Everson, Detroit, $10: John
H. Moyses, Owosso, $17; Eliott F. Co- general rough house Saturday, in select and publish the abpve as a good,
veil, Grand Rapids, $12. Widows— which bottlesof red Ink were used as simple remedy that all can try, with
weapons.
Dott N. Hill, east Detroit,$8.
full assurance of no Injury coming by
W. C. McMIllen will he the new general manager of the Detroit & Cleve- Its use.
Dead Deer Are Quarantined.
Iron Mountain, Mich., Nov. 26.— land Navigation Co., succeedingthe
Bronte Tnrkeya.
Game Warden Hodgson has taken pos- late David Carter.
John Moran, a well-known character
session of 45 carcasses of deer at
Floodwood. Hunters brought them to who has operated ru4iiy a crooked
the depot, which is quarantined on ac- scheme in Michigan, was sentenced
count of smallpox, and wanted them from Cleveland to five years’ imprisonshipped. The game warden will not ment.
let them go, claiming they have been
Ip a suit with tin* city of Battle
exposed.
Creek as to whether it was exempt
from the taxes, the sanitariumwon.
Foies Are Excited.
The institutionaccomplishedthis by
Jackson, Mich., Nov. 26. — Bishop having taken out a state charter putFoley refused to grant permission to ting it on the ii. • of benevolent instithe Polish Catholics of this city to tutions.
build a church on North street, the location being too near St. John’s
CAN’T GIVE IT UP.
church. The Poles are greatly excited
Sir Thomas Lipton May Still Chalover the decision.

TylerVanlandegend

18 West Ninth Street.

A

|

trolt yesterday to investigate.

and delivered.

this office.

lenge the Cup.

London, Nov.

26.—

"Should no one

else challenge, I am willing seriously
to consider making another attempt
to lift the cup.” This announcement
This palp of ideal bronze turkeys
was given out by Sir Thomas Liptmi meets all I he requirements of the standat the banquet given at the Hotel Cecil
ard. The illustrationis reproduced
in his honor last night and which vus
from Farm Poultry.
attended uy more than 400 guests

VX

i

I 1

.iEht

Vy
'ij.

yf

Furni-

,

iwt Oo
p&fcflMd with turkeys
for Thanksgivingday.

Wi)! come to your weakened and de-

The regular meeting of the Woman's
Foreign Missionary Society of the M.
E. church will be held Tueiday afterlenses ground to (It the peculiar noon, December 3. at StSO o’olock at the
and particular need of your /eyes. home of Mr*. J. Nixon, 130 East Fourteenth street. A cordial invitation is
If you have any trouble'withyour

U

(i

eyes you can come

to us

amination

we can

obviate the

A

difti-

„

special handkerchiefsale during

the

the time to

make your

come and we are well prepared to serve your

We

We

you warm and make you smile these lou-, cold winter nights.

carry a large assortment of Blankets

sell

a good Blanket

Larger ones

and Quilts

at ............................
39C a

pair

at ..........................................
50c a

pair

Holland Camp Modern Woodmen of
America are going to Grand Rapids

$1.00

BLANKETS

$1.15

Saturday eveoing, No?. 80, to be enter-

now 85c

Camp there. Elecleave th* tower clock at
6:16, fare round trip 66 cents. Tickets
on sale by H. Van Tongerens and A. J
tained by the Star

a pair

tric car will

^

—

m

--

m

--

In Titties

—

m

tee

Ask

for F. M. C. Coffees.

Boro to Mr. and Mrs. Chris Hanson

of

I

t

Wedlock

wants. We have

getting a coupon free.

Scientific Optician.

u t
24 East Eighth Street, Holland.

to

BEDDING that will keep

selectionfor

culty with the right kind of lenses. the holiday season as the assortment is
complete and a great variety to select
from. Next week is the last that you
SatisfactionGuaranteed. can secure a $1 00 corset for 76 cents by

STEVENSON

W. R.

Cold weather is sure

next week at John Vanderstula.Now
Is

Examination Free—

d

extended to all ladlea interestedin missionary work.

with the

assurance that after a careful ex-

|*e

Quilts

fective vision with the adoption of

Oxner. AU

on Mooday— a sod.

Good

turn out and go.

values in

Woolen Blankets

in

BLANKETS
now $1.00

a

pair

white, grey, and red,

The different aid and missionary soThe Columbia club will meet with
Mrs. Fred Metz, West Twelfth street, cieties in the city have carried on their
work with very good result# this fall.
this afternoon.

at $2.50 up to $6.00 a pair.

The Aid Society of the First Reformed
church and the Woman's Missionary
in a few weeks for a trip to the NetherSociety of Hope church are sending
lands.
boxes of clothing and food to the needy
Herman Van Null of Beaverdam and
Indians in Oklahoma. Through the
Miss Sophia Vetdman of Blendon have
work of Dr. L. A. M. Riemens many
been granted a marriagelisense.
boxes of goods have been sent to the
Tuesday, Dec. 10, a bazaar will be Boer prisonerson the Bermuda Elands.
held by the Young Ladies’ Aid Society The collection In the Third Reformed
of Hope church in the church parlors. church yesterday will be used for misDrs. Baker & Betts have been ap- sions and the sufferersin China.
pointed surgeons for |be West Michigan furniturefactory in place of Dr. O.
Try F. M. C Coffees.
G. Blom the drayman expects to start

Remember the

I

store

that gives you value
for your

GEO.

H.

I

money.

HUIZINGA

t

I
36 E. Eighth

St.

Bed
We

Quilts.

showing a very large line made up of a good quality of satine and
print, good batting, from 75c up to S2.50; very good values. Come in and
are

see them.

E. Yates, deceased.
Recollect, evury purchaseratC. A.
Will Van Anrooy, Frank Gosling,W.
A. Holley and A. aud I. Harris went to Stevenson’s jewelry store, will receive
tickets for the piano contest!
Hamilton this week for an extended

LOCALISMS.

41 East Eight St.

hunting excursion.
Pokagon Inn at Saugatuek will probably be rebuilt next spring.

FINE

PERFUMES

HOLLAND.

George Schuurman has taken a position with DuMez Bros. He has been
A choice line of Palmer’s and of
Rev. Karatcn preached in Ovcrisol with Marshall Field & Co. of Chicago Wright’s fine perfumes. All the latest
Sunday.
S. A. Martin,
for some time.
cor. Eighth and River.
W. J. Denison is down from Holland
The steamer J. S. Crouse arrived
being employed in rebuildingMayor
Wednesday from Manistee with lumber

odors

Pieters’residence.—Fennville Herald. and shingles for the Scott-Lugors LumHenry Van Horn of Grand Rapids ber Co.

and Johanna Westmaas of Holland

Gladys are being laid up for the winter terested are urged to attend.
by Captain Austin Harrington.
Au attractivewindow display can be
Do not neglect your teeth. Let a seen in the west show window of Slagh
first

class dentist attend to

them. Read & Brink. The display representsMorro

ad of Devries, the dentist.

castle and it is built of castile soap.

Levi Fellows, H. Tubbs, Henry Ewing, Jim Nichols and James Bush re-

bars are sold for 25 cents.

Ten

ill

!0!0(0i0[0't>R)5

The annual meeting of the fair asso
have been licensedto wed.
elationwill be held Dec. 3 at theGrondThe steamers Harvey Watson and wet hall. All members and others in-

JAS

111

BROUWER

Bert Crandall of Casnovia who was
tu ned from the upper peninsula Satur- arrested at Dan Riley’s livery barn
day with fifteen deer.
at Grand Haven some time ago on the

Sunday $18 was collectedin the Cen- charge of horse stealing, was convicted
Muskegon court.

Time

tral avenue Christian Reformed church in a

Sunday school for the relief of the

DA. W. Nysson of Saugatuck, has
bought two and a half acres of land
Dan F. Pagelson of this city and of John Peeks, just south of the city
Prosecuting Attorney McBride and limits, and is building a commodious
Ge >rge E. Kollen of Holland all had residence on it Saugatuck will lose a
ca^es before the state supreme court good citizen.
Thursday .-Gr. Haven Tribune.
There were 43 deaths in Ottawa coun•needy Boer children in South Africa.

Early Buyers at an Advantge.

ty in October, 38 in

land

pointed by Gov. Bliss to collect funds
for the McKinley

monument fund

There are only 22 shopping days before Christmas. Into
these

old fashioned snow storms of

mark the exchange of greetings and good

gated only by you, and the method is

Pagelson’s court at Grand Haven Wedprepared to serve your wants in nesday. They belonged to the Booth
the blanket line. Du Mez Bros, are Packing Co. of Chicago.
selling good blankets at 39 cents a pair,

Woollen

An

day shopping

the chief

—

begin your Holi-

the stocks are complete; now the

engineer of har-

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

bors for establishing a fog signal at

Christopher Luther, charged with this harbor. Macatawa Park and Otarson, was bound over to the circuit tawa Beach propertyowners are howcourt Wednesday in Justice Pagelson’s ever very much opposed to the idea, as
coirt at Grand Haven. He secured bail the noise of a fog signal is anything but
of $1,000.

now. Now

easy

assortments are the largest.

appropriation has been recom-

mended by

blankets at $2.50 up to $0 00 a pair.

Useful and Acceptable Christmas Gifts.

pleasant.

Marinos K. Van den Bosch of Grand
Haven, aged 52, and Katie Douma of
tlii- city, aged 24, were licensedto wed
W. tlnesday. The ceremony took place
hen- that day. They will reside in
Grand Haven.

Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Hulscn were
called to South Monterey last Saturday
by the sudden death of his father, John

Hulsen, aged (53. The deceased had
lived there for over thirty years and
the funeral was very largely attended
Monday from the South Monterey

generally reportedthat the sta-

tion at Bravo, Allegan county, is to be church.— Fennville Herald.

discontinued

you

alike. The tremendous rush of the Holiday season can be miti-

well

It is

to

the

nets were ordered confiscatedinjustice

Michigan are sure to come, but we are

larger ones at 50 cents a pair.

will at

great festival. These days will be trying ones to us and

tured $10,000 worth of fish nets off St,

Joseph, set contraryto law, and the

The

few days must be squeezed all the countless purchases of

gifts which

2.

Deputy Game Warden Brewster cap-

in

this section.

HERE.

IS

Muskegon and 41 in
Allegan.
Of the deaths in this county
man on the Pere Marquette at WaverHolland reported 12, Grand Haven 2,
ly had a thumb crushed. Dr. H. KreAllendale
1, Blendon 1, Crockery 1,
mers was called in to dress the injured
Georgetown 4, Grand Haven town 1,
member.
Holland town 7, Jamestown 5, Olive 1,
G. W. Mokma of this city and W. I.
Polk ton 3, Robinson], Wright 2, ZeeLillie of Grand Haven have been apGeorge Judd while working as brake-

Christmas Shopping

for

by the Pere Marquette

A Couch, Rooking Chair, Sideboard, Music Cabinet, Hall Tree, Parlor or Librarv
Tables, Jardinier Stands, Seoretary-Bookcases, Ladies’ Writing Desks, Beautifnl Rngl
m all sizes, qualities and designs: a Carpet Sweeper. AU these and many more go
make the most appreciated and endearing gifts imaginable.

S

The Toronto Shoe Co., which put up

U'y and the agent transferred to Pull- a brick building to be used as a factory,
man, where the Bravo pickle factory is unable to begin operations on acwas moved.
count of financial difficulties. They
have not received a bonus however, ex-

“‘e

TOR THE BOYS AND GIRLS

cept
“l'‘ the site, and as
»» the
H’* factory
factory will
will

“ at! ,

to, •noon at 3
.1 o’clock,
.Vrlonl, December
n
In 4th
tomoonat
......

i

6u0ne''

or

1)0

Iate1' 00

»or some
aone
°Perated J°r

WE HAVE A LARGE LINE OF
The

vited to be present.
•Spring Lake’s village council has

made arrangement with the

electric

road company for lighting that village
with electriclights, and by next spring

the hustling village across the river
will have a tine electricsystem.— Gr.
Haven Tribune.

Jolly

Time pedro club held a

pleasant session a few evenings ago at

the homo of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Hadden, West Eleventh street. Mrs. A. D.
Goodrich and Paul Steketee took the
first prizes while Mrs. Vaughn of Grand
Rapids and J. B. Mulder captured the
consolationprizes. The host and hostess
spared no pains to have their guests

One-day Farmers’ Institutes will be enjoy the evening.
held in Jamestown December 3, ConkThe farmers will be pleased to learn
lin December 4, Coopersville, Decemthat the H. J. Heinz Co. will pay 60
ber 5 and Nunica December 0. The
cents a bushel next season for pickle
state speaker will be A. M. Welch, of
cucumbers. Only 200 acres will be conIonia, who owns one of the largest
tracted for. A representative of the
dairy farms in Michigan, and is an excompany will be here Saturday, Nov.
tensive sheep raiser. Local speakers
30, at the pickle factory,when the last
will also bo present. Every farmer
payment for this year’s pickleswill be
ought to make a special effort to atmade, and contracts renewed for an-

//'J!

etc.

Writing Desfe, Rocking Horses, Doll Cabs, Blackboards, Sleighs
Doll Cradles, Doll Beds, Doll Dressers, Tables,

We
like to

extend an invitation to

show

them.

Select

all

to look us

now-we

over. You

will hide

S

like to see pretty things

’

we

them until wanted.

PIANO TICKETS GIVEN HERE.

JAMES

BROUWER

tend.

other year.— CoopersvilleObserver.

213-214

RIVER STREET, HOLLAND.

y

